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Network Front | The Guardian
MK Dons v Chelsea: FA Cup fourth round – live!
Minute-by-minute updates from the FA Cup tieJoy of Six archive: FA Cup final momentsEmail
lawrence.ostlere@theguardian.com | Tweet @LawrenceOstlere 4.23pm GMT Now then! A long-range swipe
takes a huge deflection and the Dons are level. 4.21pm GMT 19 mins: Chelsea are straight back on the ball
and look in complete control, that is until Rahman runs it out of play. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/football/live/2016/jan/31/mk-dons-v-chelsea-fa-cup-fourth-round-live
Sanders and Cruz make final Iowa dash to beat Clinton and Trump – campaign live
Billionaire and former secretary of state lead final pollSanders campaign: ‘It’s not bad to be just a little bit
behind’Lessons from history: real caucus victory lies in beating expectationsRand Paul hope students will
give him surprise Iowa win 4.19pm GMT This time he was speaking to Fox News Sunday, which Edward
Helmore was watching…With 29% of likely Republican caucus goers In Iowa saying they disapproved of
Trump’s decision to skip the Fox debate last week, the candidate said he had no regrets:You have to stick up
for your rights. You cant let people do that. We raised $6m for the vets. It was great decision and I’m happy
about it. Related: Trump Bible reference falls flat as he tries to woo evangelicals at Liberty 4.06pm GMT
Sanders makes a quick appearance on the NBC program, and Chuck Todd questions the senator sharply on
his healthcare-and-taxes proposal. He airs a clip of Clinton suggesting that Sanders’ plan is a fantasy “that’s
never going to happen”.You know, Chuck, Chuck, let’s just look at the facts. The facts are that we are
spending far more than other countries on healthcare. My proposal will save middle class families thousands
of dollars a year on their healthcare costs. Most people tell me, yes, they would be happy to pay $1,000 more
in taxes if they’re paying $5,000 less in healthcare premiums. So you know, this is an issue where we have
got to control healthcare costs, guarantee healthcare to all people, and do what every other major country on
earth is doing. We have got to take on the drug companies who are ripping us off and the private insurance
companies.Because I think our campaign is the campaign that is generating excitement and energy that will
result in a high voter turnout. Republicans win when voter turnout is low. Democrats win when voter turnout is
high. I think our campaign is raising issue about a rigged economy, a corrupt campaign finance system.
Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/us-news/live/2016/jan/31/donald-trump-hillary-clinton-bernie-sanders-ted-cruz-io
wa-caucus
Electoral register loses estimated 800,000 people since changes to system
Figures compiled by Labour find register has shrunk dramatically in areas with high population of studentsAn
estimated 800,000 people have dropped off the electoral register since the government introduced changes
to the system, with students in university towns at highest risk of being disenfranchised, the Guardian has
learned.The number of voters registered in December – the first under the new individual electoral
registration system – has represents 1.8% fewer than the previous year, with just months to go before May’s
local, assembly and mayoral elections. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/politics/2016/jan/31/electoral-register-loses-estimated-800000-people-since-cha
nges-to-system
The High Mountains of Portugal by Yann Martel – digested read
‘It’ll take you a long time to reach the mountains, especially walking backwards’Homeless: Tomas decides to
walk. He does so backwards, as he has done ever since his wife Dora and son Gaspar died some years ago.
People say that he walks backwards because he is angry with God, but Tomas knows this is not so. He
merely chooses to be careful: if he walks backwards, it is far more difficult for someone to follow him. Luckily,
no one in Lisbon in 1904 thinks there is anything at all unusual about this, so he is allowed to go about his
daily business bumping into things and knocking over old ladies while maintaining his job in the National
Museum of Ancient Art.One day when he was walking backwards, he came across a 17th-century diary
belonging to a Father Ulisse, who had been a missionary in São Tomé. “My God,” exclaims Tomas. “I think I
have found an artefact that could change the face of Christianity as we know it.” After further research,
Tomas discovers the crucifix has been conveniently relocated to a small church in the High Mountains of
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Portugal. “Oh dear,” says Tomas. “It is going to take a long time to get there walking backwards.” Continue
reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/books/2016/jan/31/the-high-mountains-of-portugal-by-yann-martel-digested-read
Ross Barkley wraps up Everton’s FA Cup stroll in the park at Carlisle
Everton eased into the fifth round of the FA Cup as early goals from Arouna Koné and Aaron Lennon and a
deflected Ross Barkley strike steered them to a comfortable win at Carlisle.Koné opened the scoring by
tapping in with only around 90 seconds of the tie gone before Lennon doubled Everton’s advantage in the
14th minute. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/football/2016/jan/31/carlisle-everton-fa-cup-match-report
Unstoppable Novak Djokovic is making the impossible seem possible again | Simon Cambers
The Grand Slam eluded Roger Federer and Rafael Nadal because of the demands of modern tennis but
Djokovic’s utter domination puts history within his graspIt used to be a running joke when players won the first
grand slam event of the year that they would be asked, at some stage in their post-match press conference,
whether they thought they might be able to win the calendar year Grand Slam. When it comes to Novak
Djokovic, though, it is a serious question. Related: Novak Djokovic beats Andy Murray to win the 2016
Australian Open final Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/sport/blog/2016/jan/31/novak-djokovic-grand-slam-roger-federer-rafael-nadal
Eyewitness: Cape Town, South Africa
Photographs from the Eyewitness series Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/world/picture/2016/jan/31/eyewitness-kite-surfing-cape-town-south-africa
Terry Wogan: the intriguingly subversive national treasure
Inspired by satirist Brian O’Nolan, Wogan was often considered cosy but knew a gentle tone can distract from
bold contentSir Terry Wogan, who has died at the age of 77, owed much of his success to one stereotypical
attribute of the Irish: a fluent and mellifluous delivery. But his enduring popularity was also underwritten by
another quality found more often in his home country than most others: a love of language and literature.
Related: Sir Terry Wogan: tributes to BBC broadcaster dead aged 77 - latest updates Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/media/2016/jan/31/terry-wogan-intriguingly-subversive-national-treasure
Industry chiefs weigh up Network Rail privatisation, new minutes show
Labour warns against possible ‘return to dark days of Railtrack’ as meeting minutes show rail industry leaders
exploring utility-style sell-offLabour has warned against returning to the “dark days of Railtrack” as it emerged
that senior rail industry leaders have been exploring the breakup and privatisation of Network Rail.Freshly
published minutes of a November meeting of the Rail Delivery Group, which includes train operators and
Network Rail, show that executives discussed privatising the rail infrastructure along the lines of utility firms.
Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2016/jan/31/labour-warns-return-dark-days-railtrack-privatisation
The weekend in pictures
Our selection of some of the best images from around the world includes the Venice carnival and huskies in
Belarus Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/world/gallery/2016/jan/31/the-weekend-in-pictures
Has the Bank of England governor been caught bluffing on interest rates?
Mark Carney has been dealt a weak hand and his forecast that borrowing costs would soon rise exposed as
a bluff. A move into negative rates are more likelyIt will probably be “no change” atthe Bank of England this
week, with policymakers expected to keep interest rates at their historic low again. The monetary policy
committee meets on Thursday and in all probability will sit on its hands for the 83rd straight month. Most likely
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the MPC will keep the base rate at 0.5% for the rest of the year. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/business/2016/jan/31/bank-of-england-governor-bluffing-interest-rates
MPs to debate whether Financial Conduct Authority is up to job of regulating City
Commons to discuss on Monday whether FCA is fit for purpose in motion tabled after it dropped a banking
investigation in DecemberThe Financial Conduct Authority is expected to face criticism on Monday when MPs
debate a motion on whether it is up to the job of regulating behaviour in the City.The debate, tabled by
Conservative MP Guto Bebb, will discuss “that this House believes that the Financial Conduct Authority in its
current form is not fit for purpose; and has no confidence in its existing structure and procedures”. Continue
reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/business/2016/jan/31/mps-debate-financial-conduct-authority-regulating-city
Wentworth golf club members revolt against China-based owner
Reignwood, which bought famous Surrey golf venue in 2014, accused of trying to turn it into a club for the
super-rich A row between one of Britain’s most prestigious golf clubs and its members has escalated with the
owners being threatened with legal action over plans to dramatically increase annual fees.Members of
Wentworth golf club have accused the Chinese-based owners of using an eye-watering rise in membership
rates to get rid of them and turn the club into a preserve of the ultra-rich. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/sport/2016/jan/31/wentworth-golf-club-members-revolt-against-china-based-own
er
Spending watchdog to examine scrapping of £1bn carbon capture plan
National Audit Office to investigate taxpayer value for money in George Osborne’s decision to halt CCS and
question plans to secure UK energy supplyThe National Audit Office is to investigate George Osborne’s
decision to scrap a £1bn prototype carbon capture scheme which cost the taxpayer at least £60m, a letter
seen by the Guardian shows.The spending watchdog said it would be looking into the expenses incurred in
running, and then prematurely halting, a CCS auction. It will also examine how the Department of Energy and
Climate Change (Decc) plans to secure the country’s future energy needs. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/business/2016/jan/31/spending-watchdog-nao-george-osborne-carbon-capture-s
torage-scheme
Gordon Reid overwhelmed by ‘crazy’ reaction to Australian Open triumph
Since winning the wheelchair singles, the Scot’s phone ‘has run out of battery about three times because
everyone keeps sending me so many messages’For Gordon Reid, the fact wheelchair tennis is even being
discussed in the media while Andy Murray and Jamie Murray were chasing titles at the Australian Open
shows how far he and the sport have come.The 24-year-old Scot won his first grand slam singles title on
Saturday, beating the Belgian Joachim Gérard 7-6, 6-4 in the final, adding the trophy to the two grand slam
doubles titles already in his possession. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/sport/2016/jan/31/gordon-reid-australian-open-wheelchair-singles-tennis
Syrian children need an education – rich countries must give $1.4bn to fund it | Malala Yousafzai and
Muzoon Almellehan
To help every child affected by the crisis get into school this year, the west must give $1.4bn. It’s a lot, but the
cost of creating a lost generation will be far higherAlthough we are from different countries, Pakistan and
Syria, we both know what it means to be denied education because of wars and conflicts. We share a deep
hope to see all Syrian refugee children back in school, so that their dreams and gifts are not lost to the world
for good. Related: The children of the Syrian refugee camps Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2016/jan/31/syria-children-education-rich-countries
Iran’s supreme leader honors commanders who seized US navy boats
Ayatollah Ali Khamenei has awarded the Fath medal to the head of the navy of the Revolutionary Guards
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and four commanders involved capture of US sailorsIran’s supreme leader has awarded medals to navy
commanders for capturing US sailors who entered Iranian territorial waters this month, Iran state media said
on Sunday. Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, who has said Iran should remain wary of its arch-enemy the US even
after a landmark accord over Tehran’s nuclear programme, awarded the Fath (Victory) medal to the head of
the navy of the Revolutionary Guards and four commanders involved in the seizure of two US navy boats.
Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/jan/31/iran-gives-medals-navy-commanders-captured-us-sailors
Teenage girl 'made up' migrant rape claim that outraged Germany
Claim of Russian-German girl known as Lisa in German media sparked far-right protests and a Berlin police
spat with Kremlin A 13-year-old Russian-German girl has admitted making up a story about being kidnapped
and raped by migrants in a case that triggered a furore in Germany and briefly embroiled Berlin police in a
spat with the Kremlin, state prosecutors said. The parents of the teenager, named only as Lisa, reported her
missing on 11 January after she failed to appear at school in the Marzahn district of the capital. She
reappeared 30 hours later with injuries on her face, and told her parents she had been attacked by men of
Middle Eastern or north African appearance. News of the incident spread on social media, sparking outrage
among Berlin’s Russian-German community. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/jan/31/teenage-girl-made-up-migrant-claim-that-caused-uproar-in-ger
many
Three men arrested over shooting down of British pilot in Tanzania
Suspects cooperating with police, officials say, after helicopter pilot Roger Gower was killed while tracking
elephant poachersThree men have been arrested over the shooting down of a British pilot during a helicopter
operation to track down elephant killers in Tanzania.Roger Gower died while tracking poachers in the Maswa
game reserve in the north of the country. Officials said his helicopter crashed after being hit by rounds from
an AK-47 rifle fired from the ground on Friday. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/jan/31/tanzania-britsh-helicopter-pilot-roger-gower-shot-down-threemen-arrested
Jamie Murray set to beat Andy to world No1 spot after long road to top
• Murray brothers both sit at No2 in world after Australian Open • Leon Smith: ‘It’s astonishing, from the one
family – an incredible story’When Jamie Murray lands in London on Tuesday he will do so with a grand slam
doubles trophy to accompany his bags. He will also be the world No2 and at some stage in the very near
future, it is likely he could become the world’s top-ranked doubles player. Related: Jamie Murray wins
Australian Open men’s doubles title with Bruno Soares Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/sport/2016/jan/31/jamie-murray-andy-world-no1-doubles-australia-open
Latest Islamic State killing video features blond Frenchman
Man talks of enemies of Isis and says to expect something that will ‘make them forget September 11 and
Paris’A blond-haired Frenchman has appeared in the latest Islamic State video threatening new terrorist
attacks in the west.The man, whose eyes are uncovered but whose features and hair can be seen through a
pale balaclava, is then shown shooting in the head a man accused of being a spy. Four other Isis jihadis each
shoot another prisoner. The Frenchman is dressed in camouflage fatigues and the others are in black.
Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/jan/31/islamic-state-execution-video-blond-french-man
The innovators: the swarm of sea drones sniffing out drugs and mines
The football-sized robots are designed to work in packs, programmed for various tasks from locating
wreckage to detecting contraband through a ship’s hullWhen Sampriti Bhattacharyya read about a
controversial US Navy scheme in which dolphins try to locate sea mines she realised the true potential of the
robot she was working on.Bhattacharyya’s underwater device, about the size of a football, had been
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developed at Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) as a tool to detect cracks or splits in nuclear
reactor tanks. When Bhattacharyya saw that dolphins were being used to detect mines and locate equipment
lost underwater, a world of possibilities opened up - among them mapping the ocean floor or scanning the
hull of ships for contraband. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/business/2016/jan/31/the-innovators-hydroswarm-sea-drone-sniffing-out-drugs
No-frills snow thrills: skiing on a budget
Beginner skier Katie Forster and her friends find a budget break in the Alps full of unexpected twists and
turnsSkiing isn’t meant to be like this. Surely there’s no point in four girls going on an Alpine winter holiday
unless it’s to live it up in a catered chalet, popping bottles in the chopper before bombing down a black run
with a film crew in tow? Or at the very least a drone.Instead we’re staying halfway up a mountain in a tiny
apartment. As we drag our bags round the bends of the near-vertical road, my friends raise their eyebrows at
me and I hope it’s not much further. I flex my fingers beneath my mum’s old gloves, realising they were
probably warmer in the 80s, and continue uphill. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/travel/2016/jan/31/skiing-holiday-in-the-italian-alps-for-beginners-on-a-budget
Milly Dowler killer Levi Bellfield's ex regrets not telling police earlier
Former partner claims Bellfield subjected her to horrific abuse and says alerting the police sooner might have
saved livesA former partner of the convicted serial killer Levi Bellfield, who says she suffered appalling abuse
at his hands, has said she regrets not reporting him to the police sooner, as doing so might have saved the
lives of some of his victims.Jo Collings expressed her remorse as details emerged of more cases believed to
be possibly linked to Bellfield, in the wake of his confession that he abducted, raped and killed 13-year-old
Milly Dowler in 2002. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2016/jan/31/milly-dowler-killer-levi-bellfield-ex-partner-jo-collings-amelie
-delagrange-marsha-mcdonnell-murderer-abuse
EU referendum: Hilary Benn says Cameron is failing to see big picture
Shadow foreign secretary accuses prime minister of poor leadership over his rigid insistence on EU welfare
reformsDavid Cameron has been accused by the shadow foreign secretary of a leadership failure in Europe
as the prime minister prepares to hold a crucial meeting to finalise the renegotiation of Britain’s EU
membership terms.Hilary Benn said Cameron had not seen the “big picture” if he was willing to leave the
union over welfare reform proposals for EU citizens, which are expected to be published within days.
Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/politics/2016/jan/31/eu-referendum-hilary-benn-david-cameron-failing-see-big-pi
cture
David Cameron 'considering private school' for son
Prime minister reportedly considering exclusive prep school for Elwen despite previous pledge of support for
state sectorDavid Cameron is considering sending his son to an exclusive £18,000-a-year preparatory school
which is regarded as a “feeder” institution for his alma mater, Eton.The prime minister and his wife,
Samantha, are reportedly considering plans to send nine-year-old Elwen to Colet Court. The school, in
Barnes, south-west London, is linked to St Paul’s school, which was attended by the chancellor, George
Osborne, and maintains close connections with Eton. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/politics/2016/jan/31/david-cameron-private-school-son-elwen-pledge-support-sta
te-sector
Novak Djokovic wins Australian Open after beating Andy Murray – video highlights
Novak Djokovic wins his sixth Australian Open title after beating Andy Murray 6-1, 7-5, 7-6 (7-3) in Melbourne
on Sunday. Djokovic equalled Roy Emerson’s long-standing record and increased his career haul to 11
Grand Slam titles. Murray became only the second man to lose five finals at one major Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/sport/video/2016/jan/31/novak-djokovic-wins-australian-open-after-beating-andyCreated using RSS2: a Stratigen brand December 17, 2017, 9:28 pm
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Afghan boy sports Lionel Messi football shirt made from plastic bag – video
Five-year-old Murtaza Ahmadi shows off his makeshift Lionel Messi football jersey in the Ghanzi province of
Afghanistan over the weekend, after pictures of him wearing the shirt went viral. The boy’s father Arif says his
son is obsessed with Messi, but the family could not afford the real jersey and so made it out of a striped
plastic bag Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/world/video/2016/jan/31/afghan-boy-sports-lionel-messi-football-shirt-made-from
-plastic-bag-video
Nigel Slater’s Jerusalem artichoke recipes
Jerusalem artichokes are a see-them, buy-them ingredient, and Nigel can’t get enough of their curious
flavourI jumped on the Jerusalem artichokes the moment I spotted them at the greengrocers, without a
thought about what I was going to do with them. (Or indeed mindful of the fact I had celeriac and swedes at
home, too.) Like damsons, gooseberries and bunches of new white turnips, these are ingredients I buy at first
sight, then think about how they will be cooked later.An artichoke roasts sweetly. I halve them lengthways,
toss them in butter, chopped rosemary, lemon and bay, but they are even better cooked around the Sunday
roast, where they get the opportunity to soak up the meat juices. A favourite winter way is to use up the
goose fat on them, roasting with a paste of juniper berries, salt, rosemary and thyme crushed in a mortar.
Tossed in a roasting tin with the fat, some finely sliced shallots and cooked for 40 minutes or so they are
wonderful with sausages on a cold winter’s night. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2016/jan/31/nigel-slater-jerusalem-artichoke-recipes
Captain Fantastic: a heart-wrenching look at an unconventional ‘hippie’ family
Viggo Mortensen steals the show as a father whose idealistic way of raising his children comes under attack
by the real worldIt’s always tricky using a modifier like “fantastic” in a movie’s title, because if the film doesn’t
live up to it, the snarky review headlines just sort of write themselves. Sadly for copy editors the world over,
Captain Fantastic won’t have that problem. Not only is it wonderful – it is heartfelt, comedic, gorgeous and
just the right amount of sad. The sound of sniffling could be heard throughout the theater at Sundance, where
it debuted this week.Ben Cash (Viggo Mortensen) is raising his six children off the grid in rural Washington.
They live in a sort of yurt with adjacent tree houses and other buildings, they hunt and farm all of their own
food, and they celebrate Noam Chomsky’s birthday like it’s Christmas. Ben is the sort of ideological-minded
communist who hates the greater capitalist culture of America and teaches his children five languages as well
as a doctrine to stick it to the man. Their life seems ideal, enough to make you want to cut up your Costco
card, buy a VW bus and bathe under a waterfall after doing yoga in a meadow. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/film/2016/jan/31/captain-fantastic-sundance-2016-first-look-review-viggo-morten
sen
Muonium - the most exotic atom?
I’d never heard of it before this week, but it’s real. And there are plans to use it to look for antigravityAs I
scrolled through the physics papers posted on the arXiv this week, one in particular caught my eye –
“Measuring Antimatter Gravity with Muonium”. Possibly, this was because I wrote a bit about antimatter and
gravity last week¹. But also, there was an unfamilar word.“Muonium?” I thought “What’s that then?” Continue
reading...
https://www.theguardian.com/science/life-and-physics/2016/jan/31/muonium-the-most-exotic-atom
Online comments: is the space below the line too toxic or can they be fixed?
Publishers are seeking new ways to engage with their communities to avoid the threat of racism and
harassmentOnline comments as we know them are dead. Or such, anyway, is the view of Andrew Losowsky
– a journalist who, as project lead on the Coral Project, is helping to shape the future of reader
interaction.Losowsky – whose venture is a collaboration between the Washington Post, the New York Times
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and Mozilla – acknowledges that this view may be a little hyperbolic. But it is one that many publishers share
in the current divisive media landscape, where commenting can either be seen as the best way to interact
with your audience or an affront to journalism. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/media/2016/jan/31/online-comments-toxic-interaction-racism-harassment
Dozens killed after suicide bombing at Shia shrine in Damascus
State TV shows burning buildings in heavily populated Sayeda Zeinab district, location of holiest Shia shrine
Islamic State bombers have killed more than 60 people near Syria’s holiest Shia shrine in Damascus as the
country’s main opposition group met the UN mediator, Staffan de Mistura, for the first time.Representatives of
the Saudi-backed Higher Negotiation Committee (HNC) – which includes political and militant opponents of
President Bashar al-Assad – warned they may yet walk away from the Geneva talks unless the suffering of
civilians in the five-year conflict was eased. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/jan/31/damascus-syrian-double-suicide-bombing-sayeda-zeinab
Surgeons in the sky: doctors help air ambulances reach new heights
The numbers of medics going direct to patients by helicopter is slowly growing – saving lives in places such
as London, where a surge in knife crime means every second matters Zoë Smeed is one of a new breed of
frontline emergency doctors who do not wait in hospitals for the patients to arrive – but go to them, and at
high speed.In the past few weeks she has arrived, by helicopter or fast car, at the scene of stabbings,
shootings, fires, industrial accidents and road smashes. (She narrowly missed a job in which a zookeeper
was attacked by a rhino. A colleague was scrambled to that one.) Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/society/2016/jan/31/surgeons-in-the-sky-doctors-help-air-ambulances-reach-new
-heights
Jumpin’ Jack Flash: David Litvinoff and the Rock’n’Roll Underworld review – mover, shaker,
myth-maker…
Keiron Pim’s account of swinging London’s notorious fabulist, a man who befriended rock stars and
gangsters, is absorbing and revealingWho was David Litvinoff? To certain aficionados of London in the
1960s, his is a fabulously enigmatic name who connects discrete worlds that collided to create the seismic
social upheavals of that decade. He knew the Krays and the Stones, Lucian Freud and Peter Rachman, Eric
Clapton and George Melly, and a whole gallery of aristocrats, rock stars, artists and criminals.He contributed
to the William Hickey gossip column in the Daily Express, was doorman at a Soho clip joint, and was
“dialogue adviser” and “technical consultant” on Donald Cammell and Nicolas Roeg’s cult classic
Performance, in which Mick Jagger and James Fox trade psychic places as rock god and gangster. But more
than anything he was a raconteur, a brilliant storyteller and fabulist who played court jester to the Chelsea set
of the 1960s. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/books/2016/jan/31/jumpin-jack-flash-david-litvinoff-rock-roll-underworld-keiron-pi
m-review
Ex-radio host Jian Ghomeshi set for trial after series of sexual assault claims
Former star has faced accusations from more than 20 people before a Toronto trial that has highlighted
concerns about Canada’s handling of past casesFormer radio star Jian Ghomeshi will appear in Toronto’s
Old City Hall courtroom on Monday for the first trial to emerge from a barrage of accusations that the
disgraced celebrity subjected multiple women to violent acts of sexual assault.The accusations stunned
millions of fans of the popular folk artist turned radio personality and his hugely popular program with the
Canadian Broadcasting Corporation, Q. The culture and current events show loomed large in Canadian
entertainment and attracted a substantial following in the US. Ghomeshi, at once an engaging and an
easygoing interviewer, attracted a broad range of guests: Jon Stewart, Paul McCartney, Jay-Z, Michael
Moore, Werner Herzog, Wu-Tang Clan’s GZA, and Brian Wilson. His show was one of the CBC’s most
successful. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/jan/31/jian-ghomeshi-cbc-radio-host-sexual-assault-trial-toronto-cana
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Google tax deal 'not a glorious moment', says minister
Business secretary Sajid Javid says he shared Britons’ sense of injustice as criticism grows of agreement
with tech firmA senior government minister has admitted the tax settlement between Google and the UK
government “was not a glorious moment”. The admission by the business secretary, Sajid Javid, came as a
senior executive from Google claimed he could not say how much UK profit has been generated by the
technology firm in the past decade, or how many meetings had been held between the company’s executives
and ministers. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/technology/2016/jan/31/google-tax-deal-not-a-glorious-moment-says-minister
Novak Djokovic beats Andy Murray to win the 2016 Australian Open final
• Djokovic wins 6-1, 7-5, 7-6• Serbian wins sixth Australian title and 11th grand slamNovak Djokovic is
Australian Open champion for the sixth time, equalling Roy Emerson’s record, but it is unlikely he will be
spending much time analysing a final in which he eked out a sub-par 6-1, 7-5, 7-6 (7-3) win over Andy Murray
here on Sunday night. Related: Novak Djokovic v Andy Murray: Australian Open final – live! Continue
reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/sport/2016/jan/31/novak-djokovic-andy-murray-australian-open-final
Claire Vaye Watkins: ‘How come nobody’s ever having sex in the apocalypse?’
The author discusses how growing up in the Mojave Desert informed her debut novel’s vision of an arid world
– and why she hates dystopian fictionClaire Vaye Watkins was born in California and brought up in the
Mojave desert, Nevada; her debut novel, Gold Fame Citrus, uses this territory as the backdrop for a terrifying
vision of a world without water. Watkins is also the author of the award-winning story collection Battleborn.
Gold Fame Citrus imagines a future US south-west enduring permanent drought, and cut off from the rest of
the world. Where did the idea come from?The way I went about writing was by looking to the past. I was born
in an area of California called the Owens Valley, and the Owens Valley was the site of what was called the
California water wars in the 1920s, which was when the city of Los Angeles built their aqueduct systems
because they realised they didn’t have enough water to make this major metropolis happen, and this dream
of manifest destiny, the paradise, the Eden of America, come true. So they built this aqueduct system and
one of the lakes it drained was Owens Lake, near where I was born. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/books/2016/jan/31/claire-vaye-watkins-gold-fame-citrus
Coming up: the gigs and albums not to miss in February and March
The Observer’s pop critic picks the musical highlights for the rest of winter, from Elton John’s new record to
Tame Impala on tour, plus the return of Animal CollectiveBubbling under for more than a year, NYC ukelele
grrrl duo the Prettiots finally release their debut album, featuring great songs about ex-boyfriends and suicidal
tendencies. “On a scale of one to Plath, I’m like, a four,” sings Kay Kasparhauser. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/music/2016/jan/31/coming-up-gigs-and-albums-not-to-miss-february-march-2016
BP to announce 70% collapse in profits
Figures likely to be even worse after energy firm factors in writedowns and one-off charges as slump in oil
price takes its tollBP is expected to announce a near 70% collapse in underlying profits on Tuesday as low oil
prices continue to take their toll.The headline figures will be even worse once one-off charges are included.
Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/business/2016/jan/31/bp-to-announce-70-collapse-in-profits
Bangladesh's 'Tree Man' to undergo surgery
Abul Bajandar preparing for operation to remove extremely rare epidermodysplasia verruciformis warts A
Bangladeshi father nicknamed Tree Man for massive bark-like warts on his hands and feet will finally have
surgery to remove the growths that first began appearing 10 years ago, a hospital has said.Abul Bajandar,
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from the southern district of Khulna, was undergoing preparations for the surgery to cut out the growths
weighing at least 5kg (11lb) that have smothered his hands and feet. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/jan/31/bangladesh-tree-man-abul-banjadar-surgery
Sia: ‘Everyone in entertainment is insecure. We’ve been dancing our entire lives for your approval’
She’s the go-to songwriter for pop megastars, a chart-topping solo artist who loathes fame - and can knock
out a song in 14 minutes. In a rare interview, Sia Furler talks fame, creativity, and playing ‘would you rather’
with Beyoncé• Sia: This Is Acting review – mass appeal pop with a manic edgePeople often observe that Sia
Furler looks surprisingly normal close up. As though a singer would only do a photoshoot with a paper bag
over her head – as she did in 2013 – if there was something wrong with her face. When we meet in London,
just before Christmas, she’s wearing her blond hair in a topknot, a seersucker nightshirt, with stone-washed
jeans and a black suit jacket: all the understated grooming of an off-duty LA celebrity. She has mobile,
expressive features and there’s a lot of eye contact for someone whose last album was accompanied by a
campaign of “complete inaccessibility”. She has a funny way of talking about herself. “I’d been awake for
seven minutes before I came in here,” she says. “I’m just trying to show up for work, that’s what I’m doing. Be
good at my job, and be a good girl. I’m not here to complain about it, because being a part-time popstar is
fucking awesome.”Sia Furler is a conundrum. She’s a one-woman hit machine writing songs for the world’s
most powerful pop stars (Rihanna, Beyoncé, Katy Perry, Adele) and guesting on tracks for Kanye West and
Eminem. She’s also a multimillion-selling solo artist in her own right. On the one hand, she churns out the
kind of abstract-inspirational, blockbuster songs, with simple (some might say banal) lyrical concepts, which
have ruled the airwaves since Rihanna’s Umbrella. On the other, she is an avant garde performance artist
never seen without a wig covering most of her face. She is open about her battles with drugs and depression,
and eye-wateringly frank about money. Yet somehow, she is completely at home in the tight-lipped world of
A-list Hollywood. In her multiple musical identities, she’s in some ways the personification of 21st century
postmodern pop. But she’s also pretty ordinary. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/music/2016/jan/31/sia-everyone-in-entertainment-is-insecure-observer-music-int
erview
Sir Terry Wogan - a life in pictures
The BBC TV and radio broadcaster Terry Wogan has died at the age of 77. We trace his career from his
earliest days at BBC Radio 1 through his years as a chatshow presenter and Eurovision host to his popular
stint at Radio 2Terry Wogan dies aged 77 Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/media/gallery/2016/jan/31/sir-terry-wogan-a-life-in-pictures
Reasons to Stay Alive by Matt Haig review – one man’s battle with depression
A timely memoir of mental illness reads as a highly personal and creative response to crisisWith one in five
people now suffering from depression at some point in their lives, the miasma that lingers over public
discussions of mental health seems increasingly anachronistic, and makes books like Matt Haig’s anatomy of
the depression and anxiety from which he suffered between the ages of 24 and 32 all the more timely.A
self-confessed “party person” in his youth, Haig was blindsided by his first bout of depression while pursuing
a hedonistic lifestyle in Ibiza. He describes the physical onset of his symptoms as an “intense flickering” in his
head, “as though a butterfly was trapped”; by the time he returned home, even a trip to the cornershop had
become a source of paralysing terror. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/books/2016/jan/31/reasons-to-stay-alive-matt-haig-review-depression
Osborne’s tax deals are the stuff of spaghetti westerns | Stewart Lee
I struggle to make sense of my obligation to contribute vast swathes of my income to the maintenance of a
society whose leaders seem to hold its citizens in haughty contemptMy usual methods of decoding
experience – art, literature and old punk rock records – have been rendered irrelevant by the sheer
unscrupulousness of our public figures. We are in a post-Thick of It world, where the fictional PR attack dog
Malcolm Tucker seems, compared with those schooled by Lynton Crosby OBE, dancing in Dionysiac reverie
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on the ruins of democracy in a downpour of dead cats, to have been charmingly hampered by principle.But
help is at hand. Pretty much all I have watched since Christmas 2014 is Italian westerns of the 60s and 70s. I
have seen 108 now. And I started pursuing this monomaniacal psychological experiment long before Mark
Zuckerberg of Facebook told us this week that we should all live “post-choice”, demonstrating his
commitment to his aesthetic by displaying a wardrobe full of dozens of expensively identical shirts, all
presumably tax deductable and purchased online via an account in Luxembourg. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2016/jan/31/google-tax-osborne-cameron-spaghetti-westerns
Cupboard clearout: packed lunch ideas using food you've forgotten about
Use up any old tins, jars or packets of dried goods you’ve amassed over the years to spice up your
sandwiches, cook a kitchari and streamline your salt collectionWhether it’s because you’re moving house or
because you can’t open your cupboard doors without fear of a jar of black bean paste falling on your head,
from time to time it feels good to go through your supplies and use stuff up. From the unappealing
multicoloured pasta you picked up in Rome circa 1999, to that jar of green chilli peppers that are beginning to
fade faster than your carpets, it’s time to put some of the stuff you have amassed over the years to work.• It
might seem lavish, but home-curing fresh salmon is easy and surprisingly economical as a little goes a long
way. What’s more, doing your own curing will use up that salt you bought on Île de Ré. Mix 1 part salt with 1½
parts sugar and rub liberally on your salmon. Sprinkle over some aromatics – black pepper, fennel seeds –
and a splash of booze, such as gin. Pop in a sealable bag and put in the fridge, weighted down under
something heavy, such as a casserole lid, for 2 days, turning regularly. Thinly slice and enjoy in a little gem
salad with pumpkin seeds and a mustard dressing, or in rye-bread sandwiches with pickles and sliced boiled
egg for a Scandi touch. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2016/jan/31/store-cupboard-stock-packed-lunch-ideas-salmon-sand
wich-pizza-chutney-recipe
Housing estates: if they aren’t broken…
Lambeth council in south London wants to knock down the beautifully designed 1960s Central Hill estate.
Trouble is, there isn’t very much wrong with itOnce upon a time, from the 1950s to the 70s, local authorities
knocked down swaths of Victorian terraces on the basis that they were slums, and replaced them with
up-to-the-moment, well-appointed, technically advanced slabs and towers. It seemed like a good idea at the
time, because the slums seemed so very terrible, but it came to be recognised as a colossal mistake. Those
terraces had qualities that had been overlooked in the rush to destroy them, and many of their problems were
more to do with maintenance and plumbing than the basic design of the houses. Where there were social
issues, these were not much to do with the bricks and mortar, and so were not solved by putting them into
different architecture. And those demonised streets contained communities and networks of support that
were ripped apart by demolition and rebuilding.How foolish, we now know, how very very foolish. Such
mistakes could not possibly be made again. Except, as the campaign group Architects for Social Housing
argues, they are. This time it is the estates that replaced those Victorian streets that are being destroyed. It
turns out that, if some of these estates are as bad as myth has it, others were thoughtfully and beautifully
designed, whose problems, if any, are often due to their being poorly looked after by the local authorities who
own them. And they are people’s homes, places where residents have lived for decades, raised families,
made friends, formed attachments to people and place. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2016/jan/31/council-estates-if-they-arent-broken-lambeth-council-c
entral-hill-estate-social-housing-affordable
Who should Woody Allen choose to join Miley Cyrus in his new comedy series?
Cyrus is ‘stoked’ to be in the veteran director’s new Amazon Prime show, but who could star alongside
her?Hannah Montana And Her Sisters, anyone? Miley Cyrus last week announced her new acting role with
suitable gravitas on Instagram: “Fuck yeah! Stoked to be in Woody Allen’s first series!!!!” The twerking,
hammer-licking 23-year-old popstrel will star in the veteran director’s as-yet-untitled 60s-set TV comedy,
which starts shooting in March and will air this autumn on streaming service Amazon Prime. We helpfully
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suggest 10 other unlikely names Allen could cast – and the roles they could play… Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/film/2016/jan/31/woody-allen-miley-cyrus-amazon-prime-comedy-series
Fat White Family: 'I hate that we row because I love him like a brother'
Formed in a Peckham squat and given to performing naked, these ramshackle indie punkers are loved for
refusing to toe the industry line. But could the band be about to fall apart?Are Fat White Family “an invitation,
sent by misery, to dance to the beat of human hatred”? Are they leading us on a journey “from the blinding
white heat of a midday Mediterranean shore to the embattled boudoir of Ike and Tina Turner, from the clotted
grey of Dr Harold Shipman’s waiting room to the final hour of the Third Reich in the Berlin bunker”? God, I do
hope so.Fat White Family – a ramshackle, rancid mess of a band that spawned in Peckham in 2011 and
mutated in Brixton – are not your usual chart-tickling troubadours. They write their own album descriptions
(above). They look terrible, if your idea of good-looking is Bradley Cooper: they don’t wash; they never seem
to change their clothes; their skin – no matter what colour it started out – is a uniform rat-grey. They come
with a reputation, built on a drug-addled lifestyle and wild, willy-waving gigs. Their songs are called Bomb
Disneyland, Tinfoil Deathstar and Lebensraum; their lyrics concern paedophilia, bad fellatio, Goebbels and
Hitler. They have a spin-off, the Fat White Manson Family, that plays covers of Charles Manson songs.
Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/music/2016/jan/31/fat-white-family-social-protest-face-offs-interview-songs-for-o
ur-mothers
Is it a bird? Is it a plane? No, it’s Super Thursday
The Bank of England’s monthly interest rate announcement is all a lot more exciting than it used to be. Not
that rates are very likely to be raised this monthThe fusing of the Bank of England’s announcement of its
decision on interest rates with the unveiling of its quarterly inflation report is a relatively new phenomenon.It
has been dubbed “Super Thursday” by economists who don’t have much else to get excited about, and has
been structured in this way to either (a) allow the Bank to “take a deeper look at inflation prospects and give it
a fresh perspective on the monetary policy”; or (b) because there’s been so little to say about rates for seven
years that the Bank’s press office has got a bit embarrassed. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/business/2016/jan/31/bird-plane-super-thursday-bank-of-england-interest-rates
Donald Trump's sons hunt pheasants ahead of Iowa caucus: 'They're hardcore'
Donald Jr and Eric Trump, who drew attention in 2012 after a hunting trip to Zimbabwe, shoot the breeze –
and a few birds – before voting begins Donald Trump Jr, son of the Republican frontrunner, pulled five freshly
shot pheasants from the back of his hunter’s jacket, placed them delicately in the Iowa grass, and posed with
a toothy grin. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2016/jan/31/donald-trump-sons-hunting-iowa-zimbabwe-pheasants
Helen Ellis: ‘Writing is certainly a gamble’
The poker-playing author on writing as addiction, trying and failing to write ‘prize-worthy’ work and Margaret
Atwood’s praiseHelen Ellis published her first book, a comic novel called Eating the Cheshire Cat, to some
acclaim in 2000. Her second book, American Housewife, is a collection of stories based on her wickedly
funny twitter persona @WhatIDoAllDay. It was recently chosen by Margaret Atwood as her “cackle-making”
book of the year. Ellis grew up in Tuscaloosa, Alabama, and now lives on New York’s Upper East Side with
her husband and cats. She also plays poker in World Series events.Reading about how you came to write the
stories in American Housewife, there is a sense that the need to write would never leave you alone.It’s true.
The first word that comes to mind is addiction. Or love. Which I could say equally well about poker or
marriage. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/books/2016/jan/31/helen-ellis-interview-american-housewife
Spotlight review – exposing the sins of the fathers
Tom McCarthy’s solid newsroom drama gets behind the headlines of the child abuse scandal that rocked
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Boston’s Catholic community in 2002Actor-turned-filmmaker Tom McCarthy has always been a low-key
champion of the outsider. His first film as writer/director, 2003’s The Station Agent, starred Peter Dinklage as
a Hoboken exile who moves into an abandoned train depot seeking solitude and becomes an unexpected
catalyst for change. In 2007’s The Visitor, Richard Jenkins’s widowed college professor strikes up a
life-changing bond with the family of a Syrian immigrant who has unexpectedly moved into his Manhattan
apartment. Now, in the Oscar-nominated Spotlight, McCarthy and co-writer Josh Singer give us the true story
of how the Boston Globe, under its first Jewish editor, out-of-towner Marty Baron, took on the entrenched
abusive institutions of the church in a city where Catholicism is a way of life and police and priests are thick
as thieves.After an ominous 1976 cop-shop prologue, we move to the offices of the Globe in 2001, where the
somewhat brittle Baron (Liev Schreiber, downplaying it with aplomb) arrives amid whispered talk of job
losses. As alienated from Boston’s sporting heritage as from its deference to the Catholic church (“So he’s an
unmarried man of the Jewish faith who hates baseball?”), Baron sets the Globe’s investigative “Spotlight”
team on an old story about John Geoghan, a retired priest around whom accusations of child abuse multiply.
Initially reluctant to pursue sealed documents that could implicate the holy hierarchy in an overarching
scandal (“You want to sue the church …?”), the journalists soon find themselves locking heads with both the
religious and legal institutions at the heart of a wide-ranging, systemic cover-up. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/film/2016/jan/31/spotlight-review-boston-globe-catholic-child-abuse-scandal
Inside the mind of Raoul Moat
When bodybuilder Raoul Moat shot three people and went on the run, he sparked one of the biggest
manhunts in British history. Now, a bold, highly original book by Andrew Hankinson – extracted below – uses
Moat’s own words to tell the story of his life. Here, the author talks to Rachel CookeIn July 2010, Raoul Moat,
a 37-year-old bodybuilder and former bouncer from Newcastle who had recently been released from Durham
prison, shot three people: his ex-girlfriend, Samantha Stobbart, her new partner, Christopher Brown, and a
police officer, David Rathband. Stobbart was seriously injured and Brown was killed; PC Rathband was left
blind and, having struggled to come to terms with his disability, killed himself at his home in Blyth,
Northumberland, in February 2012.After the shootings, Moat went on the run in the countryside around
Rothbury, Northumberland. The manhunt to find him lasted seven days and was one of the biggest in recent
history, the police at one point employing the survival expert Ray Mears to help. The story filled every
newspaper, the sensationalist coverage dividing public opinion. Even Paul Gascoigne got involved, promising
Moat, whom he claimed to know, chicken and lager if he gave himself up. On 9 July, having tracked him to
the banks of the river Coquet, the police began to negotiate with Moat. He killed himself with a sawn-off
shotgun the next day. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/books/2016/jan/31/inside-mind-raoul-moat-book-you-could-do-something-amazi
ng-life-andrew-hankinson
Can Google’s AlphaGo really feel it in its algorithms? | John Naughton
When the game-playing system AlphaGo defeated a master of the Chinese game go five games to nil, its
creators could not explain why. Is this a sign of intuitive AI?Last week, researchers at the artificial intelligence
company DeepMind, which is now owned by Google, announced an extraordinary breakthrough: in October
last, a DeepMind computing system called AlphaGo had defeated the reigning European champion player of
the ancient Chinese game go by five games to nil. The victory was announced last week in a paper published
in the scientific journal Nature.So what? Computers have been getting better and better at board games for
yonks. Way back in the dark ages of 1997, for example, IBM’s Deep Blue machine beat the then world chess
champion, Garry Kasparov, at chess. So surely go, which is played not with six different pieces but black and
white tokens – would be a pushover? Not so: the number of possible positions in go outnumber the number
of atoms in the universe and far exceed the number of possibilities in chess. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2016/jan/31/google-alphago-deepmind-artificial-intelligence-intuiti
tive
Work also shrinks to fit the time available: and we can prove it
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British productivity is still in the doldrums. What if the simple reverse application of Parkinson’s Law could
solve it?‘It is a commonplace observation that work expands so as to fill the time available for its completion.”
So wrote C Northcote Parkinson in jest about postwar bureaucracy in 1955. But his musings resonated far
and wide, and now, 60 years on, what became known as Parkinson’s law is worth exploring in a country
where productivity remains mired in the doldrums.What if solving the productivity puzzle is simply a case of
fitting the same work into a shorter time? Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/business/2016/jan/31/work-shrinks-fit-time-available-parkinsons-law-productivity
Was 1966 pop music’s greatest year?
Fifty years ago, Pet Sounds, Revolver and Blonde on Blonde made the LP supreme and launched an era of
unparalleled creativity. Three writers reflect on what these albums mean to them Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/music/2016/jan/31/three-albums-1966-beatles-revolver-bob-dylan-blonde-on-blo
nde-beach-boys-pet-sounds
Is it time for newsrooms to run on charitable donations?
PBS in America survives on its fundraisers. So should the BBC and Guardian accept donations from their
most loyal audience members?Register the main issue fair and square. George Osborne was wholly wrong
to bully the BBC into funding free licences for the over-75s. It’s a cheap trick that muddies responsibilities and
threatens to degrade broadcasting quality. So, in turn, the corporation – via Auntie Helen Mirren and Uncle
Terry Wogan – may fairly ask old stagers who can afford it not to claim their £145.50 exemption: to, in effect,
make a charitable donation that helps Tony Hall keep his act together. But mind the Rubicon gap.America’s
Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) and a network of non-profit TV stations depend on such charity,
straightforwardly delivered. You discerning people out there want good, non-commercial programming. Then
pay up to help us provide it (with almighty pledging sessions on air year after year). That cash, plus sundry
foundation grants, meets more than half the bills. If you require free-spirited quality, you have to put your
hand in your pocket. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/media/2016/jan/31/newsrooms-run-on-charitable-donations
Rihanna: Anti review – heartfelt bid for freedom
(Westbury Road/Roc Nation)Given the delays, rumours, and absurdist levels of cross-platform marketing the
27-year-old star’s people have been engaged in for the past several months, Rihanna’s eighth album, Anti,
was always likely to be something of an anticlimax. Allegedly released for free after it was accidentally leaked
on Wednesday, Anti has been heralded for months by coy videos with lavish production values. This
collection of 13 songs, however, draws back from the haunted rococo conceptualising of the teasers and
offers up a product curiously divorced from its marketing; a star apparently chucking a wooden clog into the
song machine.“I’m tired of being played like a violin,” she sings on Love on the Brain. Likewise, Consideration
chafes at a lover’s restrictiveness, Rihanna’s Caribbean tones bolder than usual. “Will you ever respect me?”
she sings, “Will you ever let me grow?” It doesn’t take a forensic librarian to read between the lines. Continue
reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/music/2016/jan/31/rihanna-anti-review-bid-for-freedom
Painting the Modern Garden: Monet to Matisse review – ravishing visions
The Royal Academy is a profusion of summer borders where the art of gardening at times outgrows the art.
And there is no question whose water lilies are the stars of the showRenoir painted Monet painting his garden
in 1873. The two pictures hang next to each other at the start of this exhibition. With their abundance of red
dahlias and creamy clouds, their blue-shuttered houses and soft summer light, each painting looks
remarkably like the other – except that where Renoir portrays his friend, Monet is nose-deep in the blossoms.
“Perhaps I owe it to flowers,” he said, “that I became a painter.”This startling statement appears in large
letters in the opening gallery, as well it might, for there is no doubting whose show this is. Gardens and Monet
are such a heady, coffer-filling combination that it would be extraordinary if the Royal Academy stinted on
Monet’s visions of the gardens he created at Argenteuil, Vétheuil and Giverny, but what’s marvellous is the
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way these paintings are planted at intervals all the way through the show until they build to a grand finale at
the end – a spectacular vision of water lilies, and of modern art. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2016/jan/31/painting-the-modern-garden-monet-matisse-review-ro
yal-academy
Me and the muse: Kano on his sources of inspiration
The veteran grime MC and star of Top Boy talks about some of the tracks and times that shaped him, in
advance of his new albumBorn in 1985 and raised in East Ham, Kane Robinson, aka Kano, has been a key
presence on the London grime scene since its incarnation in the early 2000s. His agile, fast-paced rapping
style was matched, early on, by his prolific output – he released four albums and several mixtapes between
2005 and 2010. Now, after a five-year hiatus – during which he starred in the Channel 4 drama Top Boy –
he’s back with his fifth album, Made in the Manor (Parlophone, 4 March), featuring Wiley, JME and Damon
Albarn.Reggae was always playing at home in East Ham when I was growing up. Loud music would be
coming from the bedroom, and downstairs all you’d hear was the bass. My uncles had sound systems and
we used to go to Jamaica a lot as a family. I remember, when I was four, going to see a reggae artist called
Tiger – I was so small they had to sit me on the stage to see the show. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/music/2016/jan/31/kano-grime-muse-choice
Ryan Reynolds: ‘I’m good at being the butt of the joke’
Romcom lead, sitcom star, indie champion… Ryan Reynolds can turn his hand to almost any role. But can he
make a foul-mouthed comic-book antihero lovable?Ryan Reynolds reckons he’s getting on a bit. He’s just
played a superhero in his new film and spent six months in the gym training. “But on the first day I put my
back out,” he grimaces. He was only attempting a few weighted squats. “Then next thing you know, I’m lying
on the floor. It’s 6am, the gym’s empty and I haven’t even got my phone.”What did he do? Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/global/2016/jan/31/ryan-reynolds-deadpool-actor-interview
Simone Lia on useful apps
I don’t know how we managed without them… Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/culture/ng-interactive/2016/jan/31/simone-lia-on-useful-apps
Getting down with the kids: children review music’s top tips for 2016
Introducing her son to her favourite music got Jude Rogers thinking about children’s relationship to pop. She
talks music with a panel of kids - and gets them to rate the latest next big thingsMy first memory is of music.
I’m two-and-a-half, standing on a stool in my grandmother’s kitchen; she has let me help her wash the dishes,
which is quite the grown-up honour. I am spinning records in the sink – essentially circling the water with a
cleaning brush – because the music on the radio has moved me so much. “Trou-per-per! Trou-per-per!” the
song goes, brightly. I am shining like the sun, feeling like a number one.On that dull autumn afternoon, in a
small Swansea scullery, began a little girl’s 35-year (to date) love affair with ABBA, and a connection with
Super Trouper that would grow through her life (Teens: wow, it’s about touring! Twenties: it’s about the
essential melancholy of fame! Thirties: God, how did they all cope doing songs like this while they were
divorcing?). Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/music/2016/jan/31/getting-down-with-the-kids-children-review-pop-music-next-bi
g-things
Is ‘incessant increase’ in caesarean births putting first-time mothers’ health at risk?
Experts call for NHS drive to reduce number of new mums having C-sectionsToo many women in Britain are
having their first baby by caesarean section, fuelling an “incessant increase” in the number of children born
using that procedure, the leader of the country’s obstetricians warns today.Dr David Richmond, the president
of the Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists (RCOG), wants an NHS-wide drive to reduce the
number of first-time mothers having C-sections and says that some hospitals are carrying out too many.
Continue reading...
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http://www.theguardian.com/society/2016/jan/31/caesarean-health-risks-c-section-first-time-mothers
Hospitality sweet: meet the Brits who escaped to run hotels abroad
“We feel lucky to live in a beautiful part of the world …” From the Dordogne to the Philippines, Brits tell how
they left homes and jobs in the UK to start new lives abroad – as hoteliers Off-grid hideaways in the woods
don’t get much better than these three cabins in the Dordogne. They’re the sort that inspire dreams of
downsizing and doing important things with your life – like fishing and baking bread. They have just the right
mixture of hobbity idiosyncrasy and complete practicality. The most difficult decision is whether to swim in the
lake or fall asleep on the raft. Diane, 50, and Bob Kirkwood, 53, bought a ruined house on mad impulse
during a trip to France and started working on the property as a holiday project. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/travel/2016/jan/31/brits-who-left-uk-to-set-up-hotels-france-italy-spain
Meet Viv: the AI that wants to read your mind and run your life
The team behind Siri have a new idea: a voice-controlled personal assistant – linked to all your devices – that
will take care of your every needSo I’ve arrived late at the office of Viv, an artificial intelligence company
based in San Jose, California. I missed my train from San Francisco after dawdling leaving my apartment and
then finding the taxi service app on my phone wouldn’t work. Dag Kittlaus, who I’ve kept waiting, looks on the
bright side. “Your trials of getting here are a perfect illustration of how Viv will be helpful,” he says. “Wouldn’t it
be nice to say ‘I need to get to San Jose, give me my options’ and Viv would know how close you are to the
train station, when the next train is coming, where the nearest cars, how much it was going to cost…”Kittlaus
is the co-founder and CEO of Viv, a three-year-old AI startup backed by $30m, including funds from Iconiq
Capital, which helps manage the fortunes of Mark Zuckerberg and other wealthy tech executives. In a blocky
office building in San Jose’s downtown, the company is working on what Kittlaus describes as a “global brain”
– a new form of voice-controlled virtual personal assistant. With the odd flashes of personality, Viv will be
able to perform thousands of tasks, and it won’t just be stuck in a phone but integrated into everything from
fridges to cars. “Tell Viv what you want and it will orchestrate this massive network of services that will take
care of it,” he says. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/technology/2016/jan/31/viv-artificial-intelligence-wants-to-run-your-life-siri-person
al-assistants
A Wong: restaurant review | Jay Rayner
A custard bun might just be London’s best dessert, says Jay, when he visits A Wong. And it’s not just any
bun… A Wong, 70 Wilton Road, London SW1 (020 7828 8931). Meal for two, including drinks and service:
£80-£110I believe I have found the single best dessert available right now in London, or, for that matter,
anywhere else. It’s a wonder of patisserie that manages to combine the luscious with both precision and
finesse. If I was told I could eat one last sweet thing before swearing off them for life, I would choose this, and
then sit mourning the end of all that is lovely and true. Of course you want details but dessert comes at the
end of the meal, and that’s where you’ll find the description. I had to wait for it and so should you. Continue
reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2016/jan/31/a-wong-restaurant-review-jay-rayner
The chilling truth about polonium poisoning | Daniel Glaser
Some dangers are harder to detect than others – and some can hardly be detected at all, says Daniel
GlaserReading about the Litvinenko inquiry is chilling for many reasons: not least the suffering of the ex-spy
and the potential after-effect of his poisoning on international relations. But using a radioactive substance as
poison is particularly frightening because it is undetectable by human senses.The part of the brain which
responds to threat is called the amygdala. To keep us alive, it has evolved to be super-sensitive to potential
perils and is linked directly to our eyes, nose, tongue and ears. These are called subcortical pathways. They
bypass the rest of the brain, allowing us to pick up threats subliminally and respond to them before we even
realise there’s a problem. So, for example, a smell of burning can make us feel alarmed even when it’s below
the level we can detect consciously, and while we may not hear sounds below the perceptual threshold, they
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can nonetheless make us uneasy. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2016/jan/31/the-chilling-truth-about-polonium-poisoning-daniel-glase
r
Kiwi fix: three great New Zealand wines | David Williams
They’re the masters of sauvignon, but what else can they do? Here are three bottles that display New
Zealand’s strengthsSeresin Marama Sauvignon Blanc, Marlborough, New Zealand 2013 (£20, Armit Wines)
When, in the space of just a couple of decades, you’ve established one of the world’s most distinctive and
successful wine styles from scratch, what comes next? That’s the question New Zealand’s winemakers have
been asking for some time, now. It’s as if they’ve been waiting for enthusiasm for their pristine super-charged
take on sauvignon blanc to wane. There’s still no sign of that yet. But, as an insurance policy for a time when
the world has had enough of passion fruit and gooseberry bushes, the Kiwis have expanded their palette.
Using oak barrels, rather than neutral stainless steel, is one way of doing that, adding, in Seresin’s restrained
example, creamier textures and more savoury flavours as well as a satisfying grapefruit tang.Elephant Hill
Syrah, Hawke’s Bay, New Zealand 2013 (from £18.90, Field & Fawcett; Hedonism Wines) Tasting through a
range of oak-influenced Kiwi sauvignons at a recent event in London, it was clear that not every producer has
mastered an art that is associated with the barrel-fermented sauvignon-semillon blends of the Graves district
of Bordeaux. Some were a little too heavy on the toast, flattening the variety’s natural exuberance. It takes a
skilled winemaker, such as ex-Cloudy Bay man Kevin Judd, to use a little oak for a wine as balanced,
nuanced and nervy as his Greywacke Wild Sauvignon 2014 (£22, Majestic). Not that the Kiwis are pinning all
their hopes on this one variety. Among the many others that shine in the country is syrah – exemplified nicely
by Elephant Hill’s deep but succulent and sinewy, peppery, Rhône-alike. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2016/jan/31/kiwi-fix-three-great-new-zealand-wines-david-williams
I chatted to Al Pacino – but didn’t know who he was | Simon Westcott
The travel publisher recalls ‘feigning a lack of interest’ on being introduced to the Hollywood idol he assumed
to be a Wall Street traderI was a callow man-child of 26 and in New York for only the second or third time.
I was a literature grad, a wannabe publisher with a bottom drawer full of half-finished novels. A friend of mine
from Oxford was living there, chasing his own dream. His father was a famous theatre producer; his
stepmother, an Australian film director, had moved to New York and re-partnered. Lyndall Hobbs asked us
out for dinner at Nell’s, of Rocky Horror Show fame. There was a crowd going. It was the late 80s and I was
completely out of my depth.Nell’s seemed impossibly glamorous. Women glittering like Christmas trees
tottered around on heels, wearing sunglasses indoors; a hundred Gordon Geckos, festooned with gold
medallions and bracelets, clanked their way to the bar. My suburban pallor offset their glowing tans and
pearl-white teeth. I was woozy with displacement – tongue-tied, a little disdainful, a literary minnow in a tank
full of celluloid sharks. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2016/jan/31/i-chatted-to-al-pacino-simon-westcott
Yours for $200m: the Playboy mansion, including Hugh Hefner
It’s a tacky temple of sexism and Hef, 89, is its high priestFor sale: one sex mansion, slightly used. A once in
a lifetime opportunity to purchase this beautiful home in the prestigious LA enclave of Holmby Hills along with
its still living ghost, a man who lurks in smoking jacket and shadows, both haunting and haunted.Here is a
relic from a more testicular time, when men were men and women were girls. Construction of the Tudor
Revival mansion began in 1927, in tandem with the deconstruction of humanity. The main house has six
bedrooms, six bathrooms and two powder rooms. The estate also includes a four-bedroom guesthouse and a
two-bedroom game house which opens out into the “van room”, a den decorated to look like the back of a
van. There’s also a koi pond, a small citrus orchard, two well-established forests of tree ferns and redwoods
and a clutch of ornamental women. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2016/jan/31/the-playboy-mansion-is-for-sale-including-hugh-hefner
I’m unhappy with my wife of 30 years. Should I leave? | Mariella Frostrup
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A man who’s thinking of divorce hesitates because of the children. Mariella Frostrup suggests thinking about
how a marriage can evolve and adaptThe dilemma I am a 50- something well-educated man, married for
nearly 30 years, with two children at university. For the past 15 years I have been unhappy in my relationship
with my wife. There has been a constant difference of philosophy in bringing up the children: adventure
versus cotton wool, exploration versus stay at home, achievement versus comfort zone, confidence versus
reliance. Recently I was subjected to a long rant (not the first) in which she said I should drop my job, which
includes lots of travelling, sometimes for long periods. It ended with a “me or your job” ultimatum. I have
stayed this long for the kids. I would leave, but I am worried about the effect on their lives.Mariella replies I’m
not a stick-together-at-all-costs sort of person, but I don’t often advise the opposite either. Thirty years of
marriage and two grown kids is quite a feat and agreeing on how to raise them is now a redundant argument,
as your opportunities for influencing them slowly dissipate. That doesn’t mean that you don’t have the right,
the reasons and the impetus to get the hell out. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2016/jan/31/im-unhappy-with-my-wife-of-30-years-should-i-leave-ma
riella-frostrup
Neil Prakash, Australia's most senior operative in Islamic State, reported dead
An Isis recruiter has been quoted as saying Prakash’s death was ‘posted on Telegram’, an encrypted
messaging service used by Isis since last yearNeil Prakash, Australia’s most senior operative with Islamic
State, has died, according to reports circulated within the ranks of the terrorist organisation.The killing of the
Melbourne man, who was among a select group of online recruiters of foreign jihadists in Syria and Iraq, has
been described in closed communication channels used by Isis, News Corp reported. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/jan/31/neil-prakash-australias-most-senior-operative-in-islamic-statebelieved-dead
Politicians need to get off their knees with the likes of Google | Andrew Rawnsley
They have the power, if only they had the will to use it, to deal with outrageous tax-avoiding
multinationalsYou don’t need a search engine to answer the question: did George Osborne commit a serious
blunder over Google? We know his next-door neighbour thinks so because David Cameron and his
spokespeople have pointedly refused to repeat the chancellor’s ill-judged brag that it was “a major success”
to extract just £130m in 10 years of back taxes from the digital monopolist.We know Boris Johnson, the
chancellor’s rival for the succession, thinks it was a mistake because he was so quick to denounce the
opaque deal as “derisory”. The mayor of London always kicks the chancellor when he is down. Continue
reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2016/jan/31/google-tax-avoidance-corporations-politicians-spinel
ess
Police recover stolen Picasso painting in undercover sting in Istanbul
Turkish police have recovered an original painting by the Spanish artist in an operation targeting alleged art
thieves, state media saysTurkish police have recovered an original painting by the Spanish artist Pablo
Picasso in an undercover operation in Istanbul, state-run Anatolia news agency reported on Saturday.The
operation targeted alleged art thieves attempting to sell the painting Woman Dressing Her Hair which was
stolen from a collector in New York, Anatolia said. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2016/jan/31/police-recover-stolen-picasso-painting-in-undercover-s
ting-in-istanbul-report
SAG awards: diversity is the night's winner in pointed counter to Oscars
Four black actors including Idris Elba, who won twice, take home statues as Spotlight cast wins top prize and
Leonardo DiCaprio continues likely march to first OscarThe Screen Actors Guild awards provided a
counterbalance to the much-protested lack of ethnic diversity the Oscar nominations on Saturday as the
actors union honoured four black actors: Idris Elba, who won two awards, Viola Davis, Uzo Aduba and Queen
Latifah. “Ladies and gentlemen, welcome to diverse TV,” said Elba, presenting an award after Davis’s win.
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The British actor won outstanding performance by a male actor in a supporting role for Beasts of No Nation,
and outstanding performance by a male actor in a TV movie or miniseries for Luther. Controversially, he has
been overlooked entirely for the Oscars. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/culture/2016/jan/30/sag-awards-2016-diversity-idris-elba-viola-davis-uzo-adubaqueen-latifah-spotlight-leonardo-dicaprio
Europe’s immigration bind: how to act morally while heeding the will of its people | Kenan Malik
Politicians in democracies have to listen to their citizens and across the continent there is little appetite for
more immigration. Gaining support for an equitable and workable migration policy will take time, eloquence
and courageEurope faces a migrant crisis, but not the one we imagine. The dilemma it faces is this: on the
one hand, any moral and workable immigration policy will not, at least for the moment, possess a democratic
mandate; on the other, any policy that has popular support is likely to be immoral and unworkable.This
dilemma exists not because European populations are particularly drawn to immoral or unworkable policies
but because of the way that the immigration issue has been framed by politicians of all hues over the past 30
years. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2016/jan/31/europe-bind-act-morally-on-immigrants-heed-its-citiz
ens
David Petraeus to receive no further punishment for sharing classified files
US defense secretary says former US military commander and CIA director will not be punished beyond a
$100,000 fine and two year’s probationThe US defense secretary, Ash Carter, has decided not to impose
further punishment on David Petraeus, a former US military commander and CIA director who admitted
sharing classified information with his lover, according to a letter seen by Reuters. Related: Petraeus leaks:
Obama's leniency reveals 'profound double standard', lawyer says Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2016/jan/31/general-cia-david-petraeus-no-further-punishment-classifie
d-information
Four die in Slovenian 50-car pile-up
Thick fog triggers accident involving cars, a bus and four lorries, with 25 people injured and highway from
capital to Adriatic coast blockedAt least four people have been killed and 25 injured in a pile-up of more than
50 vehicles caused by thick fog in western Slovenia.“Four people died and some 25 were injured, the
clean-up operation continues but we do not expect that figure to change,” said a police spokeswoman, Anita
Leskovec. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/jan/31/four-die-in-slovenian-50-car-pile-up
Hyperloop: MIT students win contest to design Elon Musk's 700mph travel pods
Student engineers win right to build and test concept for high-speed ground transport tubes at new track to be
built next to SpaceX headquartersMIT student engineers won a competition to transform SpaceX and Tesla
Motors co-founder Elon Musk’s idea into a design for a Hyperloop to move pods of people at high speed.
Related: Elon Musk: Tesla cars will be able to cross US with no driver in two years Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/education/2016/jan/31/mit-students-win-competition-to-design-elon-musks-hyper
loop-travel-system
Dozens dead, including children, after migrant boat capsizes in Aegean Sea
Turkish coastguard says 37 killed, among them babies and young children, and 75 rescued after boat tips
over en route to Greek island of LesbosTen children were among at least 37 migrants who drowned in the
Aegean Sea after their boat capsized as they attempted the crossing from Turkey to Greece.Turkish
coastguards rescued 75 others from the sea near the resort of Ayvacik on Saturday, according to the official
Anadolou news agency. They had been trying to reach the Greek island of Lesbos. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/jan/30/dozens-dead-after-migrant-boat-capsizes-in-aegean-sea
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A new deal on drugs is as vital as a climate change accord | Nick Clegg and Bohuslav Sobotka
A forthcoming UN summit is the opportunity for a radical approach to curbing the drugs tradeStanding on the
podium at the United Nations in New York in June 1998, Kofi Annan declared: “It is time for all nations to say
‘yes’ to the challenge of working towards a drug-free world!” The leaders assembled at that meeting agreed:
illegal drugs were to be eradicated from the face of the planet. They even set a deadline: 10 years to rid the
globe of this scourge. A drug-free world by 2008.We all know that drug use can cause great damage to
individuals, their families and communities. Drug addiction can be miserable, debilitating, and often fatal. And
a profitable illegal market only strengthens the organised crime groups that we fight so hard to contain.We
want to get to grips with these problems. We expect our politicians to work together to reduce and eliminate
suffering wherever possible.But with hindsight, the naivety displayed by world leaders in 1998 and at many
previous and subsequent meetings is breathtaking. There is something profoundly misguided about the idea
that human beings, who for thousands of years have taken an array of chemicals and plants for recreational
and ritual purposes, would, in the space of 10 years, suddenly sober up at the request of the UN. Continue
reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2016/jan/31/new-deal-on-drugs-vital-as-climate-change-deal
From the Moscow of Tolstoy to Dickensian London: Tuppenc’s talent goes a long way
Tuppence Middleton tells of the contrasting costume drama roles in War and Peace and Dickensian that have
catapulted her to stardomJumping from one persona to another is second nature to an actor. But what
happens if you are simultaneously playing two parts: one the most unscrupulous, lascivious woman on
television; the other, the best-behaved and most cruelly put-upon?Tuppence Middleton, star of both War and
Peace and Dickensian, appears on British television screens this winter in two entirely different guises. She
plays the manipulative seductress Hélène Kuragin in the BBC 1 adaptation of Tolstoy’s Russian epic and is
also to be seen on the same channel as the guileless Amelia Havisham, victim of an evil fortune hunter, in
screenwriter Tony Jordan’s episodic Victorian series. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/tv-and-radio/2016/jan/31/tuppence-middleton-war-and-peace-dickensian
Farewell to south Asia: boisterous, sometimes brutal, always extraordinary
As he prepares to leave Delhi, after six years of reporting for the Observer, Jason Burke reflects on three
decades of tumultuous change, from the heights of Nepal to the teeming cities of India and BangladeshLate
at night, after sending a story to London, I often walk around the small neighbourhood of Delhi that has been
home for nearly six years. Here, in the centre of this metropolis of 20 million people, the central point of this
busy, restive region in which a quarter of the world’s population live, it is quiet.There is the noise of traffic –
this is Delhi, after all – and the barking of the feral dogs that own many of the narrower streets. Sometimes
there is music. Perhaps a thudding Bollywood theme tune from a distant wedding, or even the discordant
blare of a band. More often, it is a haunting Sufi-influenced qawwali, or a folk tune from distant villages,
played on the tinny phones of the late-night watchmen who sit, swathed against what passes for nocturnal
chill, outside every other door. But otherwise there is little noise, except the wailing horns of the trains, down
at the mainline station only a few hundred yards away. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/jan/31/farewell-to-south-asia-india-bangladesh-nepal-jason-burke
From showbiz to school gate: why everyone is wearing pyjamas
School-run mothers in PJs got a dressing down last week but, from fashionistas to students, the informal look
is everywhereBroadcaster Chris Evans paraded in his as he left the BBC studios 12 days ago, and Woody
Harrelson turned up to a Paris photocall for The Hunger Games: Mockingjay – Part 2 in similar attire. Harry
Styles wore his on stage at the O2 and Selena Gomez donned hers for a shopping trip in Paris. Nigella
Lawson likes nothing better than spending all day in hers.But, in further evidence that what’s good for
celebrities is not necessarily acceptable for the rest of us, a primary school headteacher in Darlington last
week berated her pupils’ parents for stepping out in theirs. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/fashion/2016/jan/31/pyjama-blame-school-gate-problem-everyone-is-wearing-th
em
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Here is the weather forecast for the next five years: even hotter
Long-range forecast predicts generally upward temperature trend, possibly interrupted by La Niña event in
2017Global temperatures will continue to soar over the next 12 months as rising levels of greenhouse gas
emissions and El Niño combine to bring more record-breaking warmth to the planet.According to the Met
Office’s forecast for the next five years, 2016 is likely to be the warmest since records began. Then in 2017
there will be a dip as the effects of El Niño dissipate and there is some planet-wide cooling. Continue
reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2016/jan/31/weather-forecast-next-five-years-even-hotter
Food checks 25% down despite horsemeat crisis
Cuts to council budgets are putting public health at risk, say expertsPublic health is being put at risk because
councils are failing to carry out the required number of inspections at restaurants, takeaways and food
processing plants, a report by the Food Standards Agency claims.This is despite heightened concerns about
food quality and standards following the horsemeat scandal and revelations about the potentially lethal
food-poisoning bug campylobacter in supermarket chickens. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/jan/31/food-checks-health-concerns
Barbie: she’s 57 this year, but when will this toy truly grow up? | Observer profile
The world’s bestselling doll now comes in a variety of shapes, sizes and colours, a bid by its makers finally to
counter critics. But, whatever the shape, can she ever be a role model?A Barbie is sold every three seconds
somewhere in the world. Or so the story goes. A fixture now in girls’ bedrooms for decades, the doll has also,
almost since first coming on to the market, provoked criticism for its fanciful body shape.Now, Mattel Inc has
reworked the traditional long-legged, malnourished, big-busted, “grown-up” doll, to offer “a broader view of
beauty” so that Barbie now comes in a variety of sizes: petite, tall and curvy (plus the original version) with 24
hairstyles. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2016/jan/31/barbie-57-when-will-she-grow-up-observer-profile
If having more no longer satisfies us, perhaps we’ve reached ‘peak stuff’ | Will Hutton
Societies must learn to use economics to help provide purpose and fulfilmentReal men don’t eat quiche. Real
economists don’t ask questions about happiness. The economy pumps out goods and services, all of which
create jobs and incomes. There is no value judgment in such a statement, no view of what constitutes the
good life. Even to invite such a question of an economist is to risk ridicule. The task of economists – a
value-free quasi-science – is to make sure that as little as possible gets in the way of turning inputs into more
outputs.But around the developed world consumers seem to be losing their appetite for more. Even goods for
which there once seemed insatiable demand seem to be losing their lustre. Last week, mighty Apple reported
that in the last three months of 2015 global sales of the iPhone stagnated, while sales of iPads tumbled from
21m units in 2014 to 16m in the same three months of 2015. In the more prosaic parts of the economy – from
cars to home furnishings – there are other warnings that demand is saturated. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2016/jan/31/consumerism-reached-peak-stuff-search-for-happine
ss
Outspoken MP draws line under sex attack row that split a city
Women back claim by Jess Phillips that harassment is ‘common’ in BirminghamIt was an off-the-cuff, albeit
impassioned, response to a suggestion from BBC’s Question Time audience that sexual harassment could
be imported to Britain by migrants.“A very similar situation to what happened in Cologne could be described
on Broad Street in Birmingham every week where women are baited and heckled,” responded Jess Phillips,
the MP for Birmingham Yardley, when the audience member referred to the sexual assault of dozens of
women in the German city on New Year’s Eve at the hands of 1,000 drunk and aggressive men. Continue
reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2016/jan/31/outspoken-mp-draws-line-under-birmingham-sex-attack-ro
w
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The one where Chandler has a great idea and writes a West End play
The cast of Friends has reunited – except for Matthew Perry. He is in London embarking on the next chapter
of his lifeMatthew Perry will make his playwriting debut when The End of Longing opens in London’s West
End on Tuesday night. Described as “a hilarious and dark comedy about four people searching for meaning
in their 40s”, the play, in which Perry will also play a lead acting role, marks the latest step in his quest to
build a career after Friends.Yet even as he spent last week doing the rounds of radio shows and daytime
television to talk about the play and why he wrote it, the conversation was once again dominated by his time
on the most popular sitcom of the 90s. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/stage/2016/jan/31/matthew-perry-end-of-longing
Cheap cab ride? You must have missed Uber’s true cost | Evgeny Morozov
When tech giants such as Google and Uber hide their wealth from taxation, they make it harder for us to use
technology to improve servicesTo understand why we see so few genuine alternatives to US technology
giants, it’s instructive to compare the fate of a company like Uber – valued at more than $62.5bn (£44bn) –
and that of Kutsuplus, an innovative Finnish startup forced to shut down late last year.Kutsuplus’s aspiration
was to be the Uber of public transport: it operated a network of minibuses that would pick up and drop
passengers anywhere in Helsinki, with smartphones, algorithms and the cloud deployed to maximise
efficiency, cut costs and provide a slick public service. Being a spinoff of a local university that operated on a
shoestring budget, Kutsuplus did not have rich venture capitalists behind it. This, perhaps, is what contributed
to its demise: the local transport authority found it too expensive, despite impressive year-on-year growth of
60%. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2016/jan/31/cheap-cab-ride-uber-true-cost-google-wealth-taxatio
n
Written your child’s personal statement yet? Get a move on... | Catherine Bennett
It is now so difficult to isolate a child’s contribution, why not go straight to the source – start testing the
parents?For as long as I can remember, I have been fascinated by the importance attached to personal
statements, written to a formula, and not by the candidates alone, as part of applications to British
universities. The longer it persists, the more farcical, unfair – and excruciating for students – this requirement
becomes.Every year, experts on the process refine their advice and share disdainful lists of cliches that
should never be used to start a personal statement, such as: “For as long as I can remember I have been
fascinated” (used 196 times in 2013), or: “Nursing is a profession I have always looked upon with” (178
times), thereby adding to the self-consciousness of students required to appeal, in around 700 fresh and
original – yet thoughtful and relevant – words, to admissions tutors, some of whom admit they never glance at
these exercises in supplication. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2016/jan/31/ucas-university-applications-personal-statements-co
nflicting-advice-parental-input
Bill Gates recalls rivalry with 'genius' Steve Jobs on Desert Island Discs
Microsoft co-founder chooses the Beatles track Two of Us in memory of Apple boss and talks about his
charity work and how he met his wifeBill Gates speaks about his relationship with the late Apple founder
Steve Jobs and chooses a song in memory of their work together shaping the technology of the modern age,
in an appearance on BBC Radio 4’s Desert Island Discs on Sunday.Describing Jobs, who died in 2011, as an
“incredible genius”, Gates, 60, chooses as one of his allotted eight favourite tracks the Beatles’s Two of Us,
for its apposite line: “You and I have memories longer than the road that stretches out ahead.”. Continue
reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/technology/2016/jan/31/bill-gates-recalls-rivalry-steve-jobs-desert-island-discs
Mary Somerville could be first woman other than Queen to feature on RBS banknote
Royal Bank of Scotland asks public to vote for pioneering scientist, physicist James Clerk Maxwell or Thomas
Telford after Rab C Nesbitt fails to make shortlistThe face of a woman other than the Queen could feature on
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Royal Bank of Scotland banknotes for the first time, as voting opens for the new face of RBS tenners north of
the border.Royal Bank of Scotland has announced a shortlist of three Scots, including Mary Somerville, a
19th-century scientist whose work contributed to the discovery of the planet Neptune. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/business/2016/jan/31/mary-somerville-could-be-first-woman-other-than-queen-to
-feature-on-rbs-banknote
Dominant George Groves sees off Andrea Di Luisa within five rounds
• Londoner comfortably wins first fight since Badou Jack defeat• ‘I felt I dictated from the get-go’ says George
Groves after victoryGeorge Groves made short work of the Italian Andrea Di Luisa on his return to the ring at
the Copper Box in London on Saturday night.In his first fight since losing to the WBC champion Badou Jack
in September and with his new trainer, Shane McGuigan, in his corner, Groves dominated the
super-middleweight contest before claiming victory in the fifth round when Di Luisa’s team threw in the towel.
Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/sport/2016/jan/31/george-groves-andrea-di-luisa
Louis van Gaal still has time to rediscover the old Manchester United | Paul Wilson
The Dutchman was unable to perform miracles at Bayern Munich and the German club lost faith but if United
can put two or three decent performances together their season and their manager might be transformedSo
Louis van Gaal lives to fight another day after negotiating the FA Cup banana skin at Derby, though accepts
the pressure and public scrutiny will be just as intense when Stoke City visit Old Trafford in the league on
Tuesday. The Dutch coach insists he intends to see out his three-year contract and while that may depend on
whether his team can finish in one of the European positions at the end of the season, he only has to stick
around for another month or so to be at Manchester United for the same length of time he spent at Bayern
Munich.That may come as a slight surprise, given his fondness for recalling happy days in Bavaria. Van Gaal
was widely considered a success at Bayern, but images of him prancing around in lederhosen with the
Bundesliga trophy or narrowly missing out on a treble due to the brilliant efficiency of José Mourinho’s
Internazionale do not tell the whole story, otherwise he would have lasted longer than 21 months. Continue
reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/football/blog/2016/jan/30/louis-van-gaal-manchester-united
The eyes have it: readers' photos on the theme of look
For last week’s photography assignment in the Observer New Review we asked you to share your photos on
the theme of look via GuardianWitness. Here’s a selection of our favourites Share your photos on this week’s
theme ‘turn’ by clicking the button below Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/community/gallery/2016/jan/30/the-eyes-have-it-readers-photos-on-the-theme-of
-look
Guus Hiddink sure Chelsea’s Roman Abramovich is still thinking long-term
• Owner has been at training ground watching friendly matches• Eden Hazard to start in Sunday’s FA Cup tie
at MK Dons Guus Hiddink has made a point of inviting Roman Abramovich to watch Chelsea’s training
sessions at Cobham, sitting alongside the Russian at a specially arranged recent friendly against Queens
Park Rangers, and considers the owner’s enthusiasm on the sidelines to be evidence that he remains
focused on the club’s long-term future.The Premier League champions have endured a difficult season, with
Abramovich having reluctantly sacked José Mourinho last month after a miserable first half of the campaign
which had left their title defence in tatters. A considerable rebuilding job awaits Mourinho’s permanent
successor, an overhaul complicated by the fact that the team are unlikely to be competing in the Champions
League next season. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/football/2016/jan/30/guus-hiddink-chelsea-roman-abramovich-long-term
Rider implicated after motor found on bike at world cyclo-cross championships
• Inspectors find hidden booster motor in bottom bracket• Britain’s Evie Richards wins women’s U23 world
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cyclo-cross raceAlmost six years since the first allegations of “mechanical doping” in cycling, on Saturday a
hidden booster motor was finally found in a bicycle being used at a major event, when an inspector at the
world cyclo-cross championships in Zolder, Belgium, located a small motor in the bottom bracket of a
machine reportedly belonging to the pre-race favourite in the women’s under-23 event, the European
champion Femke van den Driessche of Belgium.The gold medal went to the British cyclist Evie Richards,
who has the honour of being the first-ever champion in the category. The GB academy rider, who took a
silver medal in last year’s junior world mountain bike cross-country title, escaped on the opening lap and
remained clear until the death, but her success was overshadowed by the scandal that broke afterwards.
Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/sport/2016/jan/30/hidden-motor-bike-world-cyclo-cross-championships
'Hillary is tough': Clinton's gun control push gets boost from Gabby Giffords
Democratic frontrunner targets Bernie Sanders’ record and has increasingly sought to make gun control a
wedge issue between her and the Vermont senator Gabby Giffords still struggles with her speech, five years
after she was shot in the head in a mass shooting in Tucson, Arizona. Related: Seven ages of Hillary Clinton:
a woman who in her time has played many parts Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2016/jan/30/hillary-clinton-guns-bernie-sanders-iowa-emails
David Cameron raises stakes in migration row with EU
Further deadlock with Brussels on cards over ‘emergency brake’ plan designed to curb EU immigrationDavid
Cameron is to demand the right to use emergency powers to ban EU migrants from claiming in-work benefits
from the first day after the planned in/out referendum, in a dramatic move that threatens to cause new
deadlock with Brussels.At a crucial meeting in Downing Street on Sunday night with Donald Tusk, president
of the European council, the prime minister will insist he will not sign any deal under which the UK will have to
wait months, or years, to address what he says is a migration crisis. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/politics/2016/jan/30/cameron-eu-migration-row-emergency-powers
The long, hard road to rock’n’roll success: ‘We’re essentially skint’
With music sales in decline, it’s often said that the only way for bands to make money now is through touring.
But is that true? Marc Burrows talks to fellow musicians about the hard graft life on the road – and how the
thrill of performing sustains themMaking a living as a musician is hard. Justin Bieber might sleep on a
mattress stuffed with dollar bills in a house made of Rolex watches and Ferrari parts, but down at the other
end of the scale, for working performers, life can be tough. Sheffield duo Slow Club have released three
increasingly successful albums and sold out venues such as London’s 2,000 capacity Shepherd’s Bush
Empire. Their videos have been viewed more than 3 million times on YouTube and their songs playlisted on
BBC 6 Music, yet singer Rebecca Taylor was essentially homeless for five years, bouncing between friends’
sofas in London, her parents’ house in Sheffield and hotel rooms she’d have to share with the rest of the
band. “The toll it takes on your mind is the worst bit,” she says. “You’re constantly feeling like a burden,
constantly feeling you’re not pulling your weight. It’s a low-income job. You can do it, but it’s a compromise.
What a lot of people take for granted – the security of a wage, a pension, and anything around it, like a
holiday – you just can’t have that.”For every rock’n’roll millionaire there are thousands of talented artists
scratching out a living. The choice is a tricky one: to establish a career takes an enormous amount of work
and time and essentially prevents you from having a stable, salaried job. At the same time, especially for new
artists, it has virtually no income of its own, meaning it’s impossible to begin a career in music without a
second income of some sort, which will always have its own commitments that prevent a musical career
progressing. The cycle is difficult to break. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/business/2016/jan/30/rocknroll-stardom-live-music-struggling-bands-slow-club-br
awlers
Top black MP to investigate race bias in justice system
The Labour MP for Tottenham will report to Downing Street on apparent inequality of treatment in the criminal
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justice processThe Labour MP for Tottenham, David Lammy, is to head a new government review into
discrimination against black and ethnic minority people (BAME) in the criminal justice system.Announcing the
appointment of Lammy, the son of Guyanese parents who was brought up near the Broadwater Farm estate,
prime minister David Cameron said the review would address “possible sentencing and prosecutorial
disparity”. He added: “If you’re black, you’re more likely to be in a prison cell than studying at a top university.
And if you’re black it seems you’re more likely to be sentenced to custody for a crime than if you’re white. We
should investigate why this is and how we can end this possible discrimination.” Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/law/2016/jan/30/race-bias-court-system
James Taylor hits hundred in England’s warm-up win over South Africa A
• England 368-7; South Africa A 205 – England win by 163 runs• Reece Topley, Chris Jordan and Adil Rashid
also take three wickets eachJames Taylor is confident he will be in England’s first-choice team for the start of
their limited-overs series against South Africa after a match-winning century continued his fine run of 50-over
form.Taylor’s 116 was the outstanding performance in a 163-run trouncing of South Africa A that featured
heartening contributions throughout with bat and ball in England’s only fixture before the first of five one-day
internationals in Bloemfontein on Wednesday. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/sport/2016/jan/30/england-james-taylor-south-africa-a
Zika virus could be bigger global health threat than Ebola, say health experts
Stark claim comes ahead of WHO’s emergency meeting, with notional vaccine-testing on pregnant women a
‘practical and ethical nightmare’The Zika virus outbreak in Latin America could be a bigger threat to global
health than the Ebola epidemic that killed more than 11,000 people in Africa.That is the stark claim of several
senior health experts ahead of an emergency meeting of the World Health Organisation on Monday which will
decide whether the Zika threat – which is linked to an alarming rise in cases of foetal deformation called
microcephaly – should be rated a global health crisis. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/jan/30/zika-virus-health-fears
‘He wants you to challenge yourself’ – the making of England's Eddie Jones
As Eddie Jones prepares for his Six Nations bow, those who have played under the Australian and survived
to tell the tale explain what England can expect“My relationship with Eddie Jones is not perfect,” Ben Darwin
says of the bruising yet inspirational influence England’s new coach had on his life and career. “There are
times when I absolutely despise the man. At the same time he’s had more impact on more players in
Australia than any other coach in the last 20 years.”Darwin played under Jones for the ACT Brumbies and
Australia – and worked briefly alongside him as an assistant club coach in Japan, where he remembers
frightened players hiding under furniture to avoid being seen by Jones. The retired prop forward stresses that
if it had not been for Jones he would have never played Test rugby. Yet the coach could reduce Darwin to
tears and leave him feeling “emotionally destroyed”. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/sport/2016/jan/30/eddie-jones-england-six-nations
West Ham stand firm at Liverpool to earn FA Cup fourth-round replay
Jürgen Klopp and Slaven Bilic fell about laughing when Joey O’Brien sliced a rare opportunity for West Ham
United into the cold and presumably bored spectators in the Anfield Road. They had to find entertainment
somewhere, to be fair, as there was precious little on offer in an all-Premier League affair that produced only
another date in the congested diaries of Liverpool and West Ham.A replay “is not what we want”, said Klopp
on the eve of the fourth-round tie, but a replay is what he got following a lacklustre contest of more long-term
positives than incident. Cameron Brannagan, Kevin Stewart and João Carlos Teixeira took their latest
opportunities to impress for Liverpool in the FA Cup while the visiting goalkeeper Darren Randolph was
instrumental in delivering the stalemate. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/football/2016/jan/30/liverpool-west-ham-united-fa-cup-match-report
Barcelona hold off nine-man Atlético Madrid to climb clear in La Liga
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At full time Diego Simeone stood at the side of the pitch at the Camp Nou and waited for his players,
congratulating them one by one as they departed. They had taken the lead here and he declared himself
“proud” of them, but by the time the full-time whistle went there were only nine of them left following red cards
for Filipe Luis and Diego Godín and, for all their effort, they had been defeated. First-half goals from Leo
Messi and Luis Suárez overturned Koke’s opener after nine minutes.“In football you can win or lose. If you
have to lose, I would choose to lose like this every time,” Simeone said. His side had led then trailed with 11
men, reacted with ten and refused to give up even with nine. Defeat came, though, and it was costly.
Barcelona climbed three points clear of Atlético with a game in hand, seven ahead of Real Madrid. “There’s
still a long way to go,” Luis Enrique said, but his Barça team’s lead is a significant one – even for a side that
are not playing at their best. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/football/2016/jan/30/barcelona-atletico-madrid-la-liga-match-report
Turkey says another Russian jet has invaded airspace despite warnings
Relations between two nations deteriorate further, with the Kremlin’s ambassador to Ankara being
summoned for crisis talksThe Turkish president, Recep Tayyip Erdo?an, has called for a meeting with
Vladimir Putin after a Russian jet violated Turkey’s airspace near the Syrian border. Turkey claims that a
Russian fighter jet ignored radar warnings not to violate its airspace on Friday.Officials have claimed that the
Su-34 jet ignored several warnings delivered both in Russian and in English by radar units before travelling
into Turkish airspace. Erdo?an said on Saturday: “I told our foreign ministry to convey my desire to meet Mr
Putin personally. There has been no answer on this yet.” Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/jan/30/turkey-says-russian-jet-invaded-its-airspace-despite-warnings
Paddington skyscraper scrapped after fierce opposition
Protests from Skyline and Historic England prompt developers to withdraw planning application for 72-storey
tower in west LondonCampaigners have declared victory after developers withdrew plans for a 254m (830ft)
tower in west London dubbed the “Paddington Shard”.The Skyline campaign had opposed the proposal to
build Paddington Place, also nicknamed the “skinny Shard” or the “Paddington Pole”, because of the impact it
would have on views in the capital. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2016/jan/30/paddington-skyscraper-scrapped-after-fierce-oppositio
n
Nacer Chadli’s goals inspire Spurs to comfortable win over Colchester
If you are to cause a Cup shock then favourable alignment of the stars is a clear prerequisite. It is true that
Tottenham, lucid and authoritative throughout against opponents who are bottom of League One, deserved
this victory, but an equally fair observation would be that the cosmos demurred at Colchester’s hour of
need.Their centre-backs, Alex Wynter and Tom Eastman, were substituted within the first 20 minutes after an
early collision. Tottenham made full use of the resulting disarray and might have scored many more than their
eventual four, but the home side’s cruel luck made the application shown in their performance, particularly a
spirited second half, a minor achievement of its own. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/football/2016/jan/30/colchester-tottenham-hotspur-fa-cup
Angelique Kerber's stunning Australian Open win over Serena Williams – in pictures
All the best photographs from the Rod Laver Arena where Angelique Kerber overcame Serena Williams to
win her first grand slam. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/sport/gallery/2016/jan/30/angelique-kerber-stunning-australian-open-win-over-se
rena-williams-in-pictures
Louis de Bernières: ‘I don’t play the mandolin much now’
The novelist, 61, on keyboard-invading cats, thieving pigeons, not looking in mirrors and getting on badly with
GodWriting isn’t as solitary as people think. When I’m writing fiction my mind is whirling with characters, and
often I find they’re more real to me than the people out the window.I had a problem after Captain Corelli’s
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Mandolin. To promote it, I had to go out so much my train of thought was constantly being interrupted. I
worried whether I’d go back to writing properly. And I needed to – the film didn’t make as much impact as
people believe. You don’t get as rich as you hope. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2016/jan/30/louis-de-bernieres-i-dont-play-the-mandolin-much-now-i
ve-always-been-more-of-a-guitar-player
Storm Gertrude whips up Scottish sea – video
Amateur footage from the Shetland Isles and the Isle of Skye show the strong winds of Storm Gertrude
causing large waves. Storm Gertrude’s 100mph-plus winds has caused power cuts to thousands of homes
and travel disruption. Scotland and Northern Ireland were particularly affected as the storm swept in from the
AtlanticAmateur footage courtesy of @StewartThomson4 and colin5524 Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/video/2016/jan/30/storm-gertrude-whips-up-scottish-sea-video
France says it will recognise Palestinian state if new peace effort fails
Foreign minister Laurent Fabius says France is trying to convene an international peace summit to work
towards a two-state solutionFrance has issued an ultimatum to Israel, saying it will recognise a Palestinian
state if a renewed push for a two-state solution fails.The French foreign minister, Laurent Fabius, announced
on Friday that France was trying to convene an international peace summit to renew diplomatic efforts by
Israel and the Palestinians. He said that if diplomacy failed, France would formally recognise a Palestinian
state. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/jan/30/france-recognise-palestinian-state-if-peace-effort-fails-ultimatu
m
How to shop cheaply | Cook on a budget
The weekly one-stop shop is an outdated model that will cost you dear. Wise shoppers buy little and often
from a selection of these outletsFor 16 pages of Cook on a Budget tips, inspiration and recipes for £2 a head,
get the Guardian today. Click here for £1 off the paperUnbridled promiscuity is the essence of successful
budget shopping. The once-a-week, one-stop shopping trip was last century’s money-to-burn retail model.
Shopping around little and often, cherrypicking the keenest deals from an array of outlets, is the 21st-century
way to shop cheaply, yet eat well.This is an emphatic rejection of the joyless advice previously doled out to
wallet watchers: go to one outlet and only pick up the staple items on your rigid list. Like dieters counselled
not to shop on an empty stomach for fear of temptation, you’re told to shun all flights of fancy, condemned to
the same box-ticking poverty diet and groundhog-day shopping trip, 52 weeks a year. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2016/jan/30/where-to-shop-cheaply-cook-budget
The 20 photographs of the week
The Zika virus in Latin America, refugees struggle in the Balkan winter, Donald Trump support – the best
photography in news, culture and sport from around the world this week Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/gallery/2016/jan/30/the-20-photographs-of-the-week
Weather warnings issued for most of UK
High winds, snow and ice expected to continue in Scotland and northern England in wake of Storm
GertrudeHelp us document the effects of the stormPeople in Scotland and northern England have been told
to beware the impact of high winds, snow and ice this weekend after the Met Office issued weather warnings
covering most of the UK. Related: Batten down the hutches: Bumper the flying rabbit rescued from rooftop
Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2016/jan/30/weather-warnings-issued-for-most-of-uk
Q&A: Gina McKee, actor – ‘I’d like to say sorry to my brother. I never meant to kill your frog’
‘The worst thing anyone’s said to me? At an audition, the director said, “I really wanted Helena Bonham
Carter for this role” ’Born in County Durham, Gina McKee, 51, appeared in the film Notting Hill and had a
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Bafta-winning role in the 1990s series Our Friends In The North. She starred in the 2002 TV series The
Forsyte Saga, and her film roles include Atonement (2007) and In The Loop (2009). In 2011, she was
nominated for an Olivier award for her performance in King Lear at the Donmar; she is playing The Mother at
the Tricycle Theatre, London, until 5 March.When were you happiest? Now is pretty good; at home, the stove
is burning and I’ve cleared the inbox enough to feel that I can relax. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2016/jan/30/gina-mckee-actor-q-and-a
Marshall Islands sue Britain, India and Pakistan over nuclear weapons
Archipelago where notorious Bikini Atoll test took place tells international court that nuclear powers have not
lived up to disarmament obligationsThe tiny Marshall Islands will seek to persuade the UN’s highest court to
take up a lawsuit against India, Pakistan and Britain, which it accuses of failing to halt the nuclear arms
race.The international court of justice – founded in 1945 to rule on legal disputes between nations –
announced late on Friday dates for separate hearings for the three cases between March 7 and March 16.
Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/jan/30/marshall-islands-sue-britain-india-and-pakistan-over-nuclearweapons
Chinese new year lanterns in London – in pictures
The Magical Lantern Festival is a spectacular artistic installation of sculpted lanterns taking various forms
from animals to buildings and abstract designs Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/world/gallery/2016/jan/29/chinese-new-year-lanterns-in-london-in-pictures
Extreme weather in the UK: help us document the effects of Storm Gertrude
Strong winds have hit Scotland and Northern Ireland as bad weather continues to threaten the north of the
country. Have you spotted any incidents? Let us knowAbout 8,500 properties in Scotland are without
electricity as Storm Gertrude sweeps across Britain causing power cuts and travel disruption and triggering a
red weather warning.Northern Ireland has been battered by 70mph gales bringing down trees, closing roads,
and damaging power lines, leaving 5,000 households without power. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2016/jan/29/extreme-weather-storm-gertrude-effects
Balwinder Rana at an anti-BNP march, Welling, 1993
I still feel angry. More than 40 protesters and 21 police officers were injured. If they had stuck to the plan, no
one would have got hurtI arrived in Gravesend, Kent from India in December 1963, when I was 16. My father
and two older brothers were already here. It was freezing and foggy and I remember thinking, “Why did we
come here?” But I liked some things – in India we had to milk our cows when we wanted milk. Here, it arrived
on the doorstep.I spent five years working in factories, and some had signs outside, “No blacks, no Irish”. In
one factory, the woman said, “Sorry, we don’t employ you people.” My reaction was, “Why don’t you put a
bloody notice outside?” By 1968, almost every day we would see headlines about “Paki-bashing”. It was a big
joke to them. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2016/jan/29/balwinder-rana-anti-bnp-march-welling-1993
Sloping off: skiing in Iran
The mountains above Tehran are home to some of the world’s best skiing – and an escape from the
restrictions of city life. As sanctions are lifted, we join Iranians at play Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/travel/gallery/2016/jan/29/sloping-off-skiing-in-iran
Celebrating the Land Rover Defender: share your photos and stories
The last Land Rover Defender rolls off the production line in the West Midlands on Friday. We’d like to see
your photos and stories celebrating the vehicleAlmost 70 years after the first model appeared in the aftermath
of the second world war, the last Land Rover Defender will roll off the production line in the West Midlands on
Friday. A firm favourite among various members of the royal family, the vehicle has also has also featured in
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the James Bond films The Living Daylights and Skyfall, while Winston Churchill was given one as an 80th
birthday present in November 1954. To coincide with its final production day, we’d like to see your own
photos and stories celebrating the four-wheel drive vehicle. Share your images with us and we’ll feature the
most interesting on the site. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/community/2016/jan/29/celebrating-the-land-rover-defender-share-your-photos-a
nd-stories
Rudyard Kipling and Kim: webchat with Andrew Lycett – as it happened
The author’s acclaimed biographer answered your questions about Kipling and his classic novel Kim, tackling
everything from Kipling’s attitudes to the Raj, to whether Kim is the first spy novel 2.10pm GMT Sadly, we
must let Andrew go at some point, despite all the fantastic questions we’ve had submitted and fascinating
points raised during our Kim Reading Group this month.OK, I think that it. Many thanks for posting such
interesting questions. 2.07pm GMT samjordison has a question to end the chat:What would you recommend
as a follow-up read from Kipling to our readers who have enjoyed Kim so much this month?Difficult one. Is it
Empire you're paticularly interested in? Or the period? Going back, why not take a look at The Moonstone,
with its strongly colonial link. Otherwise rRead a bit more Kipling e.g. Plain Tales Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/books/live/2016/jan/22/rudyard-kipling-kim-webchat-andrew-lycett-reading-group
The week in wildlife – in pictures
A sloth crossing the road, a hippo chasing cheetahs and a giant Malagasy chameleon are among this week’s
pick of images from the natural world Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/environment/gallery/2016/jan/29/the-week-in-wildlife-in-pictures
The doctors who save the sickest babies – video
Evelina paediatric intensive care unit at Guy’s and St Thomas’ Hospital in London treats the sickest children
in the south east. Every case that comes through the doors is a matter of life or death, from major infant
cardiac surgery to critical trauma cases. With so much at stake in tiny bodies, the unit attracts some of the
best and most dedicated doctors in the NHS. Dr Ranj Singh shows us around Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/society/video/2016/jan/29/children-nhs-paediatric-intensive-care-unit-evalina-vid
eo
Sports quiz of the week: Novak Djokovic, Johanna Konta and January transfers
This week’s quiz is racing up the rankings and sitting down for the fans• Football quiz: what’s in a club’s
name? Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/sport/2016/jan/29/quiz-novak-djokovic-johanna-konta-transfer-window
The Night Wolves: Putin's motorbiking militia of Luhansk – video
The Night Wolves are Russia’s largest and most notorious biker gang, fiercely loyal to Vladimir Putin, and say
they are motivated by Christianity and patriotism. Their base in Luhansk, east Ukraine, resembles a set from
Mad Max. Inside their stronghold, the Night Wolves open up about the families they left behindWARNING:
CONTAINS STRONG LANGUAGERead the full story: the bikers battling for Russia in Ukraine Continue
reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/news/video/2016/jan/29/the-night-wolves-putins-motorbiking-militia-of-luhansk-vi
deo
Life before mobiles: share your memories of red phone boxes
Remember the days when public telephone kiosks were actually an important part of city life? Share your
stories and memories of using the iconic red boxes In the days before everyone had a smart phone, there
was the humble red telephone box in London. Designed in 1924 by Sir Giles Gilbert Scott, it is an iconic
image of the UK capital – perhaps more so for tourists now than residents. But in recent decades, as the
need for public telephones dwindled, the traditional red kiosks have been in decline, with many disappearing
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from the streets of London. Across the UK, thousands have been sold off since the mid-1980s to private
buyers, as well as to local communities under BT’s “Adopt a Kiosk” scheme. As a result, some have been
reused as miniature libraries, cafes, information centres or galleries. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/cities/2016/jan/29/life-before-mobiles-share-memories-red-phone-boxes
'If only everyone could have this level of care': readers on living with type 2 diabetes
We asked Guardian readers to share their experiences of type 2 diabetes and found feelings of stigma, but
also newfound determination to live long and wellReaders say they felt guilt and shame on finding out they
had type 2 diabetes. The stigma around the disease – the sense of “having done it to yourself” because of
bad lifestyle choices – still prevails for some. However, for others living with the disease can be a positive and
life-changing experience – “a wake-up call” – with an added bonus of lifelong attention from the NHS. Here
our readers tell us about what it felt like to be diagnosed with type 2 diabetes and their experiences of living
with the condition. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/society/2016/jan/28/living-with-type-2-diabetes-guardian-readers
How can NHS mental health services improve? Readers have their say
A Guardian reader manifesto: better access to services, wider variety of therapies and less reliance on
antidepressantsI would love to see NHS mental health treated with the same urgency as NHS physical
health. I think mental health services should focus more resources on early intervention, and fundamentally
decrease waiting times.I would have taken up a much smaller amount of time and resources if I had been
able to receive help very early on in my illness. Luckily, I was able to refer myself early on, but did not receive
the help that I needed at this time. There should be much more of a variety of talking therapies on offer –
cognitive behavioural therapy is great for managing symptoms and coping with mental illness, but services
should offer a more in-depth exploration of mental health in an attempt to prevent future episodes rather than
waiting to treat them when they happen with CBT. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/society/2016/jan/27/how-can-nhs-mental-health-services-improve-readers-have-t
heir-say
Recipe swap: rock'n'roll cakes
Share your rock’n’roll themed cake recipes for a chance to be printed in CookFor your chance to be crowned
Guardian home cook of the year, and in honour of Eve’s last column as your recipe tester, share your rock
and roll cake recipes and tell us a bit about them by noon on Wednesday 3 February. Eve will choose her
favourites to print in the Cook section of the Guardian. Winning recipes will appear on 13 February.You can
share your rock’n’roll themed cake recipes and photos by clicking on the ‘Contribute’ button on this article.
You can also use the Guardian app and search for ‘GuardianWitness assignments’. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2016/jan/27/recipe-swap-rocknroll-cakes
The 100 best nonfiction books of all time: what should make the list?
The Observer has embarked on a two year quest to come up with a list of books that have shaped the
Anglo-American imagination. Which are your top titles?Follow the journey: the 100 best nonfiction books of all
timeThe 100 best novels written in EnglishRobert McCrum loves a good list: after the author and Observer
writer spent over two years compiling and reviewing his 100 best novels written in English, he’s now back to
craft a “definitive” list of essential works of nonfiction. Related: The 100 best nonfiction books of all time
Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/books/booksblog/2016/jan/27/the-100-best-nonfiction-books-of-all-time-what-sho
uld-make-the-list
'We missed the chance to have a president who understands the role': readers react to the
Portuguese election
We asked you to tell us what you think of the result of the presidential election in Portugal. Here’s what you
saidMarcelo Rebelo de Sousa is largely a TV personality, and because of that he has shown over the years
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how shallow he is in regards to politics, and how conservative he is in regards to social issues. I voted for
Marisa Matias. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/jan/27/we-missed-the-chance-to-have-a-president-who-understandsthe-role-readers-react-to-the-portuguese-election
Guardian Cities is two years old. What do you want us to cover next?
From filling billboards to mapping a whole city, readers and their experiences have played a huge role in the
development of Guardian Cities. But what stories are we missing, and how can we improve? Share your
ideas and suggestionsTwo years ago today, we launched the Guardian Cities website with a series of reports
from six cities that had all been hit hard by natural disaster. We wanted to understand how their residents had
responded to the crisis, and how successfully, or not, the cities had recovered.It was the start of a fascinating
learning curve for everyone connected with this site. Since then, we’ve reported on countless projects in cities
in every corner of the planet – from an inspirational hip-hop crew in Dharavi to a transformative community
centre in one of Mexico City’s most violent suburbs. Throughout, our aim has been to listen to the people who
know best: those who live and work in each city we visit and report on. Continue reading...
http://www.theguardian.com/cities/2016/jan/27/guardian-cities-what-issues-where-do-you-want-cover-next
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